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position that New England,

PLOW."

as

TBI

\

compared

with other sections of the country, ocOthers have written
the Rolden waving
Correspondence on practical agricultural topic
Is solicited.
Address ill communications In
wjeat fields of Saskatchewan for their
tended for this department to Hx*xr D
bins of
Hammond, Anieottnral Kdltor Oxford Oem theme, or the bursting grain
Minnesota and the stately green aisles of
ocnu. Part·. Me.
the fertile corn belt of Kansas. The
black-cheeked apples of Oregon, the
York.
New
B.ats
Maine
Why
seedlessι orange of California, the grap
Tbe above was the title of a very in- fruit of Florida, and the marvelous
at
teresting address by Professor Dodge
wealth of the market gardens of the
farmers'
Cornell
University during
Sooth Atlantic states have had their
week.
meed of praise— but who has written the
That the New York farmers are wakpwan of the New England farm?
beat
does
Maine
that
the
fact
to
ing up
Two points I wish particularly to emthem aud that they are anxious to learn
phosize. \V bat New England has done
hi w it was done wad shown by the and is
doing to-day in farming—and
crowd of eat;er listeners which filled the what she
might do. In 1900, out of a
hall to overflowing.
total value of $4,739,118,752 for all the
That Maine does head tbe list for yield farm
products of the United States,
p«r aero wan shown by a few statistics
Massachusetts alone produced crops
In Maine in 1008 the average yield of po- worth
#42,298,274, and while the absotatoes per acre was 225 bushels; in New lute
acreage in use in Massachusetts
York, 82 bushels, very little more than during the decade ending with 1900 had
one-third, while the average of the decreased twenty-two per cent, the
whole United States was 90 bushels. value of her farm
products had increasYou may say that 190$ was an exception- ed in the same period fifty-one per cent
al year. Well, so it was to' a certain ex- a
striking instance of the benefits to be
tent, but for the past ten years Maine ι derived from a more intensive system of
has doubled New York's figures, the cultivation.
average for Maine for the last 10 years
But simple figures, while interesting
being 177 bushels, while New York was tj a statistician, are at best but dry
only 85 and all the United States 90.
reading to the average mind. ThereTbe lecturer stated that there was no fore let us resort to the sugar-coated exreason why New York should not grow
pedient of comparison. "Intensive culas many bushels to the acre as Maine;
so called, has reached its hightivation,"
the soil and ci mate were just as good.
est state of perfection in the market
There is no reason except just careless
gardens lying about Paris, where land
ness, as we have men all over New York rent runs to 1230
per acre or more per
state that are growing just as mauy bushyear, and four crops are taken from the
els per acre as they do in Maine, but it soil between February and November;
is the careless, shiftless men who bring and on the island of Guernsey in the
the yield down to one-half that of Maine.
English Channel, where farming land is
Some of the reasons are as follows:
valued at twelve hundred dollars per
'
little
clover
In New York there i· very
acre—two instances that move all writi·
of
neglected, ere upon agricultural topics to wondergrown and rotation
crops
while in Maine they make a practice of
of
ing awe; and yet, in the near vicinity
one year,
a three-year rotation—clover
Boston, gardeners growing lettuce, radto
clover.
seeded
oats
potatoes,
ishes and cucumbers nnder glass are
Fall plowing is general in Maine, but
clearing three to four thousand dollars
New
York.
in
little
very
practiced
per acre per year without attracting
This gives the thawing and freezing more than
passing notice.
of the winter a chance to mellow up the
Again, Massachusetts alone produces
soil. There is very little economy of
agricultural products annually three
labor in New York, where tbe bulk of times
greater than California, which has
the potatoes are still dropped by hand nine times her area, and four and oneand dug with a fork. New York farm- half times
greater than the storied state
ers are not
sufficiently careful about of Kansas, with thirteen times the area
selection of seed. Often many will buy of the old
Bay State. And during a
the culls and small potatoes for seed.
of forty years, covering the greatperiod
With more care Sew York's reputation est
productive period of the West,
for seed potatoes would rank just as Massachusetts
averaged a larger yield of
as
Maine.
high
corn per acre planted to that crop than
The lack of fertility in the land cuts
Illinois, Kansas, or Indiana. And this
down the yield of New York. Here the too in what is
essentially a manufacturmost of tbe potatoes are grown on staing state—the most densely populated
ble manure and ofteu very little of this. save one in the Union.—"New England
When fertilizer is applied tbe average
Farming of To-day," in April National
farmer is afraid of burning the seed if he
Magazine.
low
of
500
than
on
more
pounds
puts
grade goods. In Maine it is common to
Orchard Work and Pruning.
see from 1.000 to 2.500 pounds of a high
and warm weather are fast
Spring
grade fertilizer used per acre.
with a smile that will gladden
Tbe New York farmer does not culti- coming
the hearts of the fruit growers and farmvate or spray his potatoes as thoroughly
Most every farmer has a
ere of Maine.
as is done in Maine.
that has been staring him in the
job
has
much
better
The Maine farmer
face for many years and now the time
advantages in the way of storage houses. has come to look after it and yon find
of
make
a
The dealers
practice shipping this
sadly neglected place is your apple
out potatoes gradually for eight or nine
οι chard which now demands your close
the
of
these
for
lack
while
months,
attention. Many orchards in our state
facilities in New York the potatoes have
are just dying for the want of some good
to be sold as soon as harvested regardlive man with lots of love for, brains and
less of market conditions.
ambition to prune the orchard. If nothBy the iut-rest shown and questions
else is done, prune by all means,
asked it is evident that there will be a ing
but spraying and plaut food are needed
great number of farmers trying to bring
as badly in order to grow good
the average of the Empire state up a just
fruit. A combination of pruning, spraylittle higher than one-half that of the
ing, and plenty of plant food will proPine Tree state.—Q. F. Marsh.
duce all you are looking for. first-class
fruit.
Hope on New England Farms.
I know it looks like an everlasting
(By Κ. H. Cluver, UreendeUl. S. H.)
to prune those old trees that never
j'»b
Τ lie problem that every man U trying had their hair cut, or a shave. How
How can I improve! would we look if we had never had our
to solve to-day i«:
my condition, secure a borne of my own, hair cut, or a shave, and had the same
or romain lost health, or (as in my own
old suit of clothes on that we had worn
ca*e) the combination of all these. To I 50 years? We would look poverty strick(be city wage-earner, there is little hopeI en. Now this is just the way many of
of a solution of the problem in his pres- the orchards are
looking to day. There
ent position.
.1 is more money in a good, well-cared-for
I was born and raised in Obio, travelthan
orchard,
any other crop that can be
ed over the west in search of health and grown upon the bills of Maine. Maine
fortune. "I wore out the climate in I has the climate, soil, trees, markets, all
Colorado," the physician said; and, by I close at baud and still many fruit growtbe same advice, I came east.
I ers are getting out of the orchard that
I lived one year in Sew York city and I is within their reach just simply because
4
for
last
that was the veritable
straw,
of those terrible looking old trees. Now
tbe constant turmoil completed tbe shat the
right time has arrived for this prunnerves.
of
tering
my
ing work. Don't do this prnning the
1 saw an advertisement of a
I old way; climbing into the tree on a
Hampshire farm, and, realizing that I ladder, by which you are liable to get a
should be a "long time dead," I de- bad fall or broken bones. Now there is
cided to investigate it. Always a lover 1 a much better, safer and faster way.
of nature, I was first charmed with tbe Get a
pruning saw, attach to a long pole,
beautiful *cenery and pure, bracing air, I and a
pruning chisel attached to a pole,
and then entranced with the clear, epark- and stand on the ground, and you can
liug water and beautiful, shady drives. I see what to do and how to do it, and
The so-called "abandoned farm" seemed have a
good view of the tree all the time
to offer me the long-sought haven of and
shape it as you see fit. Now these
it.
I
and
rest,
bought
pole pruning tools will do more work in
Μ ν farming experience was very limn- one
day than the old hand saw and laded and ray physical condition was such I der in three
days. This is my experithat 1 could not undertake hard manual 1 ence in
fruit trees. We all
pruning
labor. I concluded to try raising poul-1 want to do and
get the most from the
try and pet stock and, by constant ad
least labor. Use the pole pruners and
vertisiug and always trying to satisfy discard the old methods of slow work in
each customer, my business has grown I the orchard and get out of the old stunted way of growing fruits.—A. A. Easttwo years I have made man in Maine Farmer.
beover 400 shipmeuts by express alone,
I
sides large amounts sold at the farm.
ιν &/iuu % ■ au*··
I ne ημμιν
From the first I began to gain strength, I
I have tried to I
A visitor to the orchard of Secretary
courage and confidence
learn by experience, and, while I bave I Η aeon of the Pa. State Horticultural Somade mistakes, I bave also satisfied my- ciety writes the Stockman as follows reself that New England farms offer a gardiez what he saw:
I have raised as
"As we walked along I was challenged
man rare possibilities.
fine fruit, vegetables and various crops I to fiod an apple that was injured by the
as 1 ever could raise in the noted west.
codling moth worm and Mr. Tyson said,
A great advantage we have here i» I 'If you find an apple showing effects of
the ready markets for anything we pro- codliog moth show it to me, I would
duce at good prices, with no fear of like to see. one.' Ob, well, thought I,
overproduction. I am growing alfalfa if you are so anxious to see a wormy
successfully, and, if the New England spple I guess I will find you one or a
farmers will only prepare their ground dozen for that matter. I examined the
can raise thia great forage windfalls and the apples on the trees
"MUD
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[CONTINUED.]
Not a syllable came from the Irate
and astoulshed wan gazing at tier
with eiicli bovine stolidity. His slioul
ders bad nut abated a fraction of tbelr
stubborn thrust against tbe frame of
tbe chart boose. His bands were im-

movable in the pockets of bis reefer
coat. Had be wished to terrify ber by
a hostile receptlou be could uot bare
succeeded mure completely, though. to
be just, be meant nothing of tbe sort,
bis wits being Jumbled into chaos by
the apparition of the last person then
alive whom he expected or desired to

board tbe Andromeda.
But Iris could not Interpret his mood,
and sbe strove vainly to conquer the
see on

Work.

"l AU

fear welling up in her breast because
of tbe grim anger that seemed to blaze
at her from every line of Coke's brick
red countenance, lu the struggle to
pour forth the excuses and protestations that sounded so plausible in-her
own ears, while secured from observation behind the locked door of lier re
treat, she blundered unhapp!ly on to
the very topic that she had resolved to

keep se< ret.
"Why nre you so unwilling to acknowledge me?" she <\ried. with a
nervous Indignation that lent a tremor
to ber voice. "You bave met me often
enough. You saw me on Sunday at

my uucle's house."
"Did I?" said Coke, speaking at last,
but really as much at a loss for something to say as the girl herself. He
had recognized ber iustantly. just ns
he would recognize the moon If the
luminary fell from the sky nnd with
as little comprehension of tbe cause of

its falling.
Of course she took the question as a
forerunner of blank deulal. This was
She fired Into a dinot to be borne.
rect attack.
"If your memory Is bazy concerning
the events of Sunday afternoon it may
be helpful If I recall the conversatlou
between my uncle and you in tbe sum-

house," she snapped.
Some of tbe glow fled from Coke's
face.
"Wot's that you're sayln'î" demanded Coke, coming nearer and looktag
mer

her straight in tbe eyes.
"I heard every word of that Interesting talk." she contluued valiantly. "I
know whnt you arranged to do, so I
have promised—to marry Mr. Bulmer—
when the Andromeda—comes back!"

A light broke on Coke's Intelligence
that Irradiated biy prominent eyes.
His heavy lips relaxed Into a cunning

grin.
"Artful
"Oh. Is that It?" he said.
But why In—why
»>ld dog. Verity!
didn't 'e tell me you was comin'
aboard this trip? We 'avenft the right
flxln's for a lady, so you must put up
with the bent we can do for you, M1m
Ynrke. Steady, now. You ain't a-goln'

T*lae;l,the^
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further.

Iris was laid on a couch in the mess
and the steward summoned Mr.
lookWatts. The chief officer came

room,

a
ing sheepish. It was manifestly
be fouud that the
Don't be afraid to nse disinfectant· great relief when
about the oow stable·. To be sure, "ghost" was unconscious.
"Oh. that's nothing!" be cried In remilk soon absorbs the odor of these
Providence of «occe»· will be in t
bnt milk has no businea· stand- sponse to bis Junior*· eager demand
things,
?r., (io oot from your meetings
a
treatment
ing arouod the stable a minute after
for Information as to the
cow la finished.
best fitted for *uch emergencies.
that
"They all drop In a heap like
Do not rush the teams too hard: let w'en they're worried. Fast you take·
shoulders
lraae them have time to get their
ta' boot·, then you
organization of farmer·.-Grange
hardened to the wock*—Farm Journal. ort their glove·

Gilt flowers, Plaits, Fens,
S»ÇSWVS
AT

member·

month we'll tell you how. In the meantime, fruit growers should prepare
themselves for the oampalgn by orderthe
ing a first-class spray pump and
necessary attachments.—Farm Journal.

Bulletin.

she's thin enough as It Is. Auyhow. 1
can show you a tine trick for that
Just ι urn her over till 1 cast a laxhin
loose with my kulfe."
Watts was elbowed aside so union-

monlously that tils temper gave waj
Hosier lifted Iris' head gently am.
unfastened the neck hooks ol hei
He began to chafe her colu
blouse.
bands tenderly and pressed back the
Tin
hair from her damp forehead.

up.
"You carried me?" she said.
μ
"Well, 1 couldn't do anything else.
"I suppose you don't realise what It
means to a woman to feel that she has

Î&

Delivered

their noses. In between whiles you
give 'em a drink, stiff as you can make
It. It's dead easy. Them stays are η
bit troublesome If they run to size, but

"What has happened?"
bed
Iris pushed away the glass and sat

Bigelow,

Pulp

undoes their stays an* rips open their
One of you
dresses at the necks.
rubs their 'amis an' another their feet,
an' you dabs cold water on their fore
heads an' burn brown paper under

Irle revived, to find Philip supporting her with a degree of skill that was
remarkable In oue who bad enjoyed so
little experience In these matters. She
heard his voice, coming, as It seemed,
rapidly nearer, urging her to sip something very fiery and spirituous. Instantly she protested.
"What are you giving me?" she sob

"TOO KNOW MB," SHK FALTBHEO.
litis TOUKK.''

been out of her senses under such cou

dltlous?"
"No. but In your

case It only tueaut
that you sighed deeply a few tlmea
and tried to bite my fingers when I
wished to open your mouth."
"What fori Why did you want to
open my mouth?"
"To give you a drink. You needed
a

stimulant."

"Oh!"
By this time

a few dexterous twist*
and turus had restrained those wandering tresses within bounds, bhe held
a hairpin between her lips. ai:d a w<
man can always say exactly what she
means when a hairpin prevents diseur

elveness.
"I am all right now." she announced
"Will you please leave me ami tel
the stewurd to bring me a cup of tea
It there Is a cabin at liberty he inlgb
put that portmanteau In It which

brought on board at Liverpool."
Hozler fulfilled her requests and
joined Coke on the bridge.
"Miss Yorke Is quite well
he reported. "She
wants a cabinto change her
clothes. I
imagine. That bag you
saw"—

re

again, sir,

"Pretty foxy.

wasn't It?" broke
In Coke, with a
glee that was puz
tllng to his hearer.
"The whole affair seems to have

saying.

then ?"
It was amusing to
Hozler laughed
And bow Coke's marked effort to keep
tbe girl and him apart bad been defeated by a sailor's blunder.
"I hope the waiting will not weary
you," he said. "It Is a beautiful night."
"I am glad of the accident that
brought me on deck somewhat earllei
than was necessary." she said. "You
and I have not said much to each other since you routed me out of tbe
lazarette. Mr. Hozier."
"Our friends at table are somewhatdifficult. If only you knew how I re

CHAPTER III.
THE

WHEREIN

ANDROMEDA

HEARS THE

K*D OF HER VOYAGE.

•««"miVE bells, miss! It'll soon be
daylight. If you wants to see
the cross, now's your tlmel
^
iris bad been called from

IJ

Γ

dreamless sleep by a thundering rattat on ber cabin door. In reply to ber
half awaked cry of "AU right! tb
hoarse voice of a sailor told her that

the Southern

had

Cross

gretted"-

"Oh. what of that?

When I became
to be
treated as one. I suppose, though, that
you have often asked yourself why I
was guilty of such a mad trick."
"Not exactly mad. Miss Yorke, but
needless, since Captain Coke partly ex
pected to have your company."
He had not the
"That Is absurd.

Just risen

above

brought tbe equator very

near.

a

you that few tramp steamers spread
table like the Andromeda's mess dur
lng this voyage."
Iris laughed with a spontaneous merriment that was rather astonishing in
her own ears.
"Being the owner's niece. I am well

suggestion.

"Mr Hozier takes tbe middle watch
"We can ax *lm to
Bend a man to pound on your door

Then you must run
eoon as it rises.
all
up to the bridge, an' 'e'll tell you

catered for?" she cried.

"Something

natural."
"But I

If Iris was coubcIous of a slight feeling of surprise she did not show it.
Hitherto the burly skipper of tbe An
dromeda bad mafle it so clearly understood that none ot the ship's company
save himself was to enjoy the society
of Miss Iris Yorke that she bad exchanged very few words with the one
man whose manners and education ob

So Coke's complacency
quite unexpectedly, but iris
was learning to school her tongue.
"Thank you very much, she said
"When shall 1 see blm?"
1H
"Oh, you needn't bother.
'lm meself."
She was somewhat disappointed
this. Hozier would be free for an hour
before be turned in and they mlIght
have enjoyed a nice clat *hlle
smoked on tbe poop. In her heart
often absent.
came now

I

have

read

in

the

deadly

monotony.

"^sual
U°zJer

"TOU, MISS ÏORKK?" HE KXCLAIM1D.
she might bave spoken too plainly.
Coke's counter stroke In alluding fc>
her dread of the proposed marriage
Hosier, of
was hidden from her ken.
course, was thinking of nothing elae.
For the moment, then, they were at
cross

distasteful"—
"Aud, to escape from
suitor. 1 ran away?"

iÇjfgL"'

that danced and sparkled
It was a
waters.
night that pulsated with the romance
and abandon of the south, a night
when the heart might throb with un-

In

the tumbling

utterable longings and the blood tingle
of an
In the veins under the stress
emotion at once passionate and mystic.
ImIris, spurred on by no stronger
than that of the sightseer, though

an

undesirable

"Well, the story sounded all right."
"Illd myself on my uncle'» ship when
1 wished to avoid marrying the man
of Ills choice?"
Uuzier was not ueglerting his work,
but he did then take ids eyes off the
starlit sea for a few aiuar-ed seconds.
There was no mistaking the scornful
see
ring In the girl's words, lie could
the deep color that Hooded her cheeks.
that met his sparkled with
The

carried out in an irregular manner
owing to some «.irllsb freak on her
its
with
The portmanteau,
nart.

golden light

not so bad as that," he

said you were being forced into some
matrimoulnl arrangement that was

clrcum8t*n<;®;

—

are

gently. "1 hope 1 am not trespassing on forbidden ground, but It Is
only fair to tell you that the skipper
lie
was quite explicit up to a point

said

Ilozler or the steward or any members of the crew who were listening
that Miss Yorke's presence in their
midst was a preordalued
a thing fully discussed and agreed on
as between her uncle and himself, but

!■««»

purposes.

"Things

Iris was a stowaway was forgotten.
She was treated with the attention
and ceremony due to the owners
niece. Coke uever lost an opportunity
of dinning into the ears of Watts or

uyunut

"It Is all the "bot it is trce—
serious, dreadfully true.'
ΙβΐΒ·
as
Inasmuch
"Don't
we are helpless." b· went on.
you see bow Impossible It Is even to
bint at it In auy discussion with the
I want
man principally concerned?
to say this, though—you are In no danmore

ger. There is no ship so safe as one
that Is picked out for willful destruction. Men will not sacrifice their own
lives even to make good an Insurance
policy, and I suppose tbat Is what Is
Intended. So you can sleep souud ol
nights—at auy rate until we near the

I cau only promise
coast of Brazil.
you if any watchfulness ou my part
Hello,
cau stop this piece of villainythere! What's up?
Why Is the ship
falling away from her course?"
The sudden change In his voice startled the girl so greatly tbat she uttered
It took her an apprea ellgbt shriek.
ciable time to understand tbat he was
speaking to the man at the wheel.
But tbe sailor knew what be meant.
"Something's gone wrong with the
wheel, sir," be bawled. "I wasn't certain at first, so 1 tried to put ber over
Then she jammed
α bit to e'uth'ard.

the charthouse en-

bellowed Hozler
bave examined the

there!"

chaiu!"

"Wheel stuck again?"
"Yes. sir. Has It happened before?"
But it 'as
"Well—er—not this trip.
was
'appeued. Just for a mlnnit i

ago 1 little thought""You reely didn't think about it at
·'
you d
broke in Coke. "If you
all
'ave known you couldn't cross the line
without seein* It."
Here was another perplexing element in the skipper's conduct. That

uuusr

the bridge.

shields which protected tbe steering
rods and chains. In tbe midst of the
hammering and excitement Captain
Coke swung blmaelf up to tbe bridge.
"Well, I'm blowed! ïou here?" he
said, looking at Iris. "Wot is it now?"
he asked, turning sharply to nozier.

time—at a time, too, when
would bo on duty-it struck ber as far
more curious that be should endeavor
to prevent an earlier meeting.
"1 shall be delighted to come at any
I have often read about tbe
time
Southern Cross, yet three short weeks

ocean treasure

-d rea dfully
true," said Iris.
clasping her
bands together
•nd resting
'.bem on the
high railing of

Δ loud order brought the watch scurrying along tbe deck. Some of the
of
men ran to examine the bearings
tbe huge fan shaped casting tbat governed tbe movements of tbe rudder,
while others begau to tap the wooden

Captain Coke should actually propose
a visit to tbe bridge at an

au

|

glance
Intensity of feeling that thrilled

while It perplexed.
"Please pardon me if the question
hurts, but If that is not your motive
aud there never was any real notion
of your coming on this trip why are

you here?" he said.
"Because I am β foolish girl. I sup
pose—because 1 thought that my près
ence might
Interpose a serious oli
stucie between a criminal aud the
11
crime he had planned to commit.
a
one wants to avoid hateful people
change of climate Is a most effectual
for
means, and 1 had not the roouej
Believe me. Mr. Hotravel.

mlxln' It up with the night you nearly
down tbat bloomln' booker off the
Irish coast. Ah, there she goes! Everything Ο. K. now. W'en daylight
we'll overhaul the fixln's. Nice
run

comes

thing if the wheel jammed just
was croseln' the Recife!"
the
Hozler tried to ascertain from
οf
watch if they bad found the cause
could
the disturbance, but the men
as we

blow with an
guess that a chance
in one
adz bad straightened a kink
In
of tbe casings. Coke treated the
cident with nonchalance.
"Thought you was to be called w'en
Yorke?"
the cross hove In sight, Miss

only

be said abruptly.
"I am sorry to have to inform you
distbat some people on board cannot
truth."
tinguish between falsity and
"But please don't be
she answered.
men on my acangry with any of the
often
count. Mr. Hozler tells me they
real
confuse the false cross with the
been enjoyone, and tbe mistake bas

able."

"A reg'lar 'umbug, the Souther»
Cross," grunted Coke. "It ain't a patch
cp the bear."

Coke grinned at hLs own pleasantry.
seemTo one of bis bearers at least It
he was
ed to be passing strauge that
a vital defect
so ready to forget such
in tbe steering gear as bad manifested
earlier.
Its existence a few minutes

[TO

BE

CONTINUED.]

OUR POOR LITTLE EARTH.
8om·
A Mar· 8peck Compared With
of th· Monatar Sun·.
are
The mala facte of astronomy
It Is only dry text

highly Interesting.
books that hare made as torn away
asfrom them. Read a good popular
retronomy aud you will gala a dim,
mote Idea of lnfiolty and eternity.
Sometimes you think you see a big
see
star, but you do not. You merely
the light from It which has been 2,600

ordinary
w'en she kem aboard the Andromeda.'
ller. 1 am not on board the Andromsaid the skipper, frowning now like α pulse
J have often
unaware of an element of eda without good reason.
man who argues with himself. "There'* not wholly
I
wished to bave a talk with you.
In her expecta
her portmauter to prove It, with a adventurous shyness
with a good look- think you nre a man who would not
label, an' all in ber own 'and wrltin' Hon of a tete-a-tete
ber own status,
betray a coutideuce. if you agree to
It's some game played on me by 'er ing young aan of
so speedily and
time
the
bridge
fust
help tne. something may yet be done years In reaching us.
to
tbe
climbed
an' 'er ancle. Any'ow,
our
know At first I was sure that Captain Coke
not
did
Hozler
Almost everybody knows that
that
the
lovely noiselessly
she sees land again it'll be
as
In our
wicked
disbis
ber
rate
project
abandon
beard
third
planet
would
a
be
is
until
earth
'arbor of Pernambnco, an' that's of her presence
knew
soon as he discovered that I
solar system. Jupiter would scarcely
straight 'Ere she is an' 'ere she'll mayed cry:
now
I
But
mind.
Γ
was in his
Cross
what
Southern
do
ia
condescend to notice us. But they do
can
the
"Is
that
best
yoa
thing
stop, an' tbe
sits beEach day
to doubt.
am
not know that our sun Itself
beginning
that
crew
tbe
turned
Be
quickly.
spretfd the notion among
and—
not be admitAmerica,
South
would
nearer
It
us
exclaimed,
salt
be
the
low
brings
Yorker
"You, Miss
she's runnin* away to avoid marryln'
and"—
ted to a congregation of Important
That toundn and not even ber wonder at the Insiga man she doesn't like.
of
Canopus, the larShe was breathless with excitement. heavenly bodies.
reasonable, an' It 'aDoens to be true. nificance of tbe stellar display
and Im- gest star that we see. Is 10,000 times
Verity an' me talked It over last Bun- which she bad beard so murh could She drew uearer to the silent
her the size of our sun, and our solar cenpassive man at her side, dropping
day p. m."
cloak tbe fact tbat Ilozler was unpre
Aide
voice almost to a whisper. She caught ter Is hopelessly outclassed by
"To avoid a marriage!" repeated
and
pared for ber appearance.
baud.
Betelgueee
8irias,
au
with
arm
Rlgel,
his
appealing
baran,
Hozler.
"Of course it Is 1. Who else?" she
will countless others.
look
"But
that
afraid
presence
am
said
Coke.
my
"1
"Yes, that's it,"
"Did not Captain Coke tell
asked.
well
Mark Twain put this fact very
offer no hindrance to his scheme," she
'ere, me boy, this gal sails under my
to expect me?"
you
murmured. "1 am terrlHed to say euch in one of his stories, "Captain Storm
Hag. I'm-wot d'ye call itT—in locoMNo.M
When the
but I am certain, quite cer- field's Visit to Heaven."
motive parentibus. or something of the
That Is what be ar- a thing,
"How odd!
lost within captain arrived and announced that be
be
will
books.
the
that
the
tain.
on
«hip
she's
ship's
while
sort,
ranged. "A man came and rapped hi the next few days."
anwas from the earth the recording
You keep your moutb shut an' wink
my door
me
to
it
to
Hosier, though iucredulous, could not gels could not remember ever having
the other eye on' leave
"Pardon me one morneut"
One
bnt realize that the girl was saying beard of such a place before.
give you the cbanst of your life. Eh.
He leaned over the bridge and hnlle.l
recalled that it was a poor litthat which she honestly thought to be
finally
wot ?"
voice
hoArse
same
Tbe
the watch.
tle planet belouglng to a poor little
Philip Qozler did not strive to ex- that bad roused Iris answered his ques true.
cormean that she will
solar system away dowu in h dark
Do
"Lost!
you
cauie
tract tbe precise meauins of tbe skip·
that
tions, and In the faiut light
asked, ner of the heavens.—New York World.
he
have
a
would
throwu
The
way?"
be
words.
dicker
proceed
a
purposely
per'*
from tbe binnacle she cuught
and his own voice was not wholly unbeen difficult since Coke himself could of amusement on bis face.
analreasonable
control, for be was called ou to
t;ot have supplied any
'Our excellent skipper's intentions der
Thi·" and "That."
"He repress a sudden temptation to kiss
ysis. Somehow, to tbe commander's have been defeated," he said.
her
A confederate Is necessary for this
thinking. tbe presence of the girl seem- told one of tbe men to call hi m at away the tears that glistened in
trick. The one performing the trick
ed to make easier the rastiug away seven bells, but not to wake you until brown eyes.
"Yes, that Is what he said—on the goes out of the room, and the confedExactly how or what tbe cross was visible. His orders have
•if the ship
erate agrees with the audience to
bearing ber stntugely begun voyage been obeyed quite literally. He will rocks this side of Montevideo."
"He said—who?"
touch a certain article. The person
might have on subsequent eveuts be be summoued in another hour, and
Is recalled, and his confederate
"Tbe-the
outside
to
captain."
bed
from
wax uot yet in a position to say.
you have been drugged
"Not
he
It?"
did
whom
to
chuckled.
"To
he
say
question him.
begins
which
ever;
"Queeustown!"
gaze at tbe false cross,
"Did I touch 'this music book?"
"Oh. Mr. Hosier, do not ask that, but
this Journey-not if my name's Jimmle foremast hand persists In regarding uc
"No." "Did I touch this table?" "No."
Coke, the man 'oo is stannin' on all tbe real article. The true cross, ol believe me and help roe."
"How?"
"Did I touch this knife?" "No." "Did
that Is left of 'Is ard earned savin's.
which Alpha Cruels Is the southern
"I do not know. 1 am half distractI touch that fork?" "Yes." The seNo. sir; I've got me orders, an' I've got
pole star, comes up over tbe horizon
What can we do? cret consista in saying the word "that"
with
ed
thinking.
one.'
me letter, an' tbe pore old Andromeda,
false
tbe
an hour after
Recife
aside nr.* before the article touched Instead of
get* ripped to pieces In the
"But Captain Coke said be would see Captain Coke simply swept
a
Wot
first attempt to speak plainly to. him. "this."
reason
the
why.
visit."
or 111 know
you and warn you of my

,

k

Terhune

Howard and
the United
States
cavalry
his
bot on
track. Chief Joseph at;d hla

conversation.
"But It Is true

a

understanding

Joseph's Fight.

By Albert P«yioa

ΙΤΠ General

"Wait uutil we
be a kluk in
gear boxes! There may

conducive to complete
than tbe attack and defense of the
shrine of bo me tin god of literature I
While, therefore, it was strange tha

LI.-Nez Perce War—Chiel

sailor In the
wheel bouse to
himself
assure
tbat the man
could not by
any cbance
overhear their

"Steady,

their small intercourse she had dlscov
ered that he was well informed. Ibey
had hit upon a few kindred tastes in
books and music. They even differed
sharply in their appreciation of fa\or
ite authors. And what could be more

The Wars of
Our Country.

backward
glance at the

action.

meetings with Hozier marked bright
spots in a dull round of hours. During

ÏÏoo St

After tbat neither spoke daring many
minutes.
"Tbat Is a very serious thing you
have told ai·, Allies Torke." muttered
Hozler at last
not without a

deavored to force the machinery Into

Hei- rare

by a
trell ol phosphorescent ire. Each revthe propeller drew tooth.

me."

tbe sailor inside

hearts she was beginning to acknowledge that a voyage through summer
seas on a cargo vessel, with no other
society than that of unimaginative
sail or men. savored of tedium Indeed
almost of

But—make no mistake—be knows that
I heard bis very words, aud there Is
something In Ms manner, a carions
sort of quiet confidence, that frightens

for sure."
Hozler leaped to the telegraph and
signaled "slow" to the engine room.
Already tbe golden pathway behind
tbe Andromeda bad changed from a
waverlne· rot EenemlJv atralsrht line to
There was a
ι well defined curve.
blss and snort of escaping steam as

The ship's track was marked

"Put Into b—II" he said.
"Bat surely you will not take this
!" cried
young lady to the river Plate
the astonished second officer.
"She knew where she was bound

think

It is only

that human part of her that thinks
and remembers and Is capable of—of
giving evidence."
She ociued. ieaclnir lent owhuna

A wondrous
hiazed in the heavens. In that peuuciu
air the sky was a vivid ultramarine.

™w.TITr

of tbe sort.

newspapers that when some unhappy
creature is condemned to death by the
law be Is supplied with luxuries thdt
would certainly be denied to any ordinary criminal?"
"Such doubtful clemency can bardly
apply to you. Miss Yorke."
"It might apply to the ship or to

to meet ber on at.
at meals be was

deck.

Queenetown.
Coke, who bad llgntea anotner much
and stumpy clKar. removed It In order
to speak wltb due emphasis.

fully expected

a

tonigbt." said he.

vlously entitled bim
equal plane. Even

I

remotest notion"—
"Forgive me. but there you are
He says that your uncle and
wrong.
be discussed the matter on the Sunday before we left Liverpool. His theory is rather borne out by the present
state of the ship's ladder.
I assure

At

dinner on the previous even ng-ln
honor of tbe owner's niece fashionable
hours were observed for meals-Mr
Watts mentioned by chance that
cross had been very distinct during
the middle watch, or. in other words,
ins
between midnight and 4 a. m.
at once expressed a wish to see t. and

Captain Coke offered

etownwa.v

a

further proof, if that were needed.
A -keen, invigorating breeze swept
the last mirage of sleep from the girl s
brain as she flitted silently along the

®he

asked for the use
of a cablu. so I
told the steward
to give her mine
until we put Into

"1 eau only assure you that be did
not
Perhaps be tbougbt ft unnecessary. meaning to be ou deck himself."
"Must I wait here a whole hour

card to play at tbe inquiry! Owner's
niece on board bound to South Amer'Oo
ica for the good of 'er health.
even 'card of a man sendin' is pretty
niece on a ship e meant to throw
away? It's providential, that's wot
It is, reel providential! 1 do believe
ole Verity 'ad a 'and In it"

change of raiment, brought convincing
testimony, and Iris' own words when
discovered in the lazarette supplied

been carefully
planned," agreed
Philip. "But, as 1
was

NUMBER 16.
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She resolutely
the horizon.
screwed ber knuckles Into her eyes
and began to dress. In a few mluut®a
she was on deck. A long coat, a tamo'-shanter and a pair of list
will go far In tbe way of costume at
Clode I
night in tbe tropics, and the Audromeda's seventeenth day at sea ha

said Philip
His words were quiet, but he flash
ed a warning glance at the other man
Watts retired, mutterthat sufficed.
ing sarcasms under his breath.

by

way|

Mornol the

—

Sheathing.
J.

by Edwird J

Light,"

owner's niece, an' a good lookln' gal
at that. I s'pose uow you think
"1 think she will want some fresb
air soou. so you had better clear out:

CHANDLER,

Spruce

1909

""

"chief" not flattered by his owu re
flections, thought fit to sneer at these
half measures.
"She's on'y a woman lite the rest oi
•em." he growled, "even If she Is the

here and reduoe their grain bill one but nary wormy apple turned up. The
Iî
wast of any ktn<1 of Plnlsb tor Inside oi
half. There are farms here that can be I boys stood by and smiled a wicked
>uta'. te work, send In your orders. Pine Lum
'<r aa<l 3Wa*!e< on hand Cheap for Cash.
bought at bargain prices, mostly to settle I smile as I bunted for the wormy apple
and I felt real spiteful because I just
M
While there ia nothing so easily given I ached at that time to push a wormy
and Job
of to faint, are you? Hi! Below there!"
as advice, you are welcome to mine and l apple under the nose of the secretary
but he rolled. "Tumble up. some of you!"
can avoid my mistake· and improve on I the State Horticultural Association,
Matched Γ1β· Sheathing for Sale.
the apple was not to be found and I bad
Hosier was the first to gain the
my successes.
In all my travels I have never met as to smile and say I was not looking for a I ridic. He bad followed the progress
F, W.
does
honest, kind, helpful people MlWI· wormy apple anyway. But what
of events with sufficient accuracy to
Sew England. I am now healthy, hap- this mean? First it means that some realize that Miss Iris York· had met
....
We·; Sumner,
and
careful
hence
I
spraying
and
Intelligent
eaytoall. mighty
py and hopeful,
with a distinct rebuff by the skipper,
with the right kind of material at the
Buy a farm in New England.
j
are and, judging from his own experience
moths
The
was
done.
time
right
when she
here, because I saw roadside tree· where of her physical weakness
Qrowing Potatoes for Seed.
he was not surwas riddled with worm boles
Into
fruit
daylight
the
emerged
When the crop Is planted the potato
and plastered with scale marks. Second prised to hear that she had fainted.
and fir. For sale
grower will do well to set aside a small
of No.
"
a
large percentage
"Ere, take "old." gurgled Coke, who
"
A. KENNEY,
piece—14 acre, on which to grow his it means at very
the highest price
seed stock. He should choose a suit- 1 apples
bad
nearly swallowed the cigar In his
South Paris.
How many orchards in Maine could
>5^
able variety for hie section, and plant
at Iris' unforeseen colls pee.
surprise
have made this showing the past year?
this small patch from good
"This kind of thing Is more In yom
are men who "don't believe In
There
bruises
is
free
from scab,
seed which
but that last sentence quoted Une than mine, youug feller. Just lay
and rot. While the crop Is growing, spraying"
To 'er out in the saloou an' ax Watts to
A. O.
a knock down for them.
be
must
mar*
and
It
should
watch
farmer
the
assume that better apples can be grown
eeem
that
'elp. His missus goes orf regular
15 vears expert Watch- any good vigorous plants
in Pennsylvania Is to strike a severe w*en they bring '!m 'oine paralytic."
their
than
and
health
er
neighstronger
tree Id Maioe. The
maker with
arm·.
Theee should be dug, and only blow at the apple
bor·
Philip took the girl Into his
Kennard&Co., Boston.l those which bear the largest number faot is, we must do as they do elsewhere To carry ber safely down the steep
the
the
into
we
game
get
of good clean marketable
potatoe· and the sooner
was compelled to place
this we must come, or drop stairway he
should be carried on a· eeed for the next better. To
on his ieft shoulder and
bead
her
Which
basiness.
the
In
Work
All
If this form of selection I· ear- way behind
vear
with
be?—Maine Farmer.
clasp her tightly round the waist
Guaranteed.
od tor · !.. J·"·. umio»btt«)lj shall It
Some loosened strands
arm.
left
his
strains of marked uniformity in siae,
He
of her hair touched hie face.
and superiority in quality, will
As soon as the leaves start on onrrant
A little out of the
could feel the laboring of her breast
Maine farm· are rising In
or gooseberry bushes, cut out all sicklybut it pays to walk.
and he
fore her crop· mort rlee In qualltyand looking or
non-starting canes and the wild beating of ber heart,
-Prol««. Η. 0. Bell of U. ol
cuttings. Borers are was exceeding wroth with that unpromptly burn the and
osn·, WATCHES, CLOCKS I
In this way they known man or woman who had driven
M.
probably within,
AND JEWELBT.
that
can be kept in check.—Farm Journal.
this insensible girl to such straits
W uh Dr. Parmealer,
Norway, Maine.
Speak Well ο» Your Orange.
she was ready to dare the discomforts
Get ready to fight the oodling-moth and deprivations of · voyage as a
It 1· the duty of every
whioh causes wormy apples. Next stowaway rather than be persecuted

Planing, Sawing
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The

Nez Perce war
rlors retired
a
through
stretch of country that was sup|>osed
to be Impassable to while uien.
Such a retreat and such a pursuit
are unetjunled In the history of Indian wars. Joseph had the brain of
the true military tactician and again
and again freed his followers from
tight places and governmental strate-

gies

that would have overwhelmed
any other tribe. Joseph's martial alilll
won praise from no less a soldier than
Geuernl Sheridan himself.
Sheridan wrote of that famous campaign that It was "one of the most extraordinary Indian wars of which
The Indians
there Is any record.
throughout displayed a courage and
skill that elicited universal praise
General Glbbou was the first I nlted
States leader to feel the force ot this
With How"almost scientific skill."

ard's vanguard. Glbbou caught up
with the retreating Nez Perce* at WisII·' atta. l ed
dom river Aug. 9. 1877.
them confidently, but his assault was
quickly turned to desperate defeii ;e.
The Itidlins beat him back with con-

siderable loss, nearly overwhelming
his troopers.
Having thus stopped Gibbon's pursuit, Joseph continued his retreat unOn Aug. 11
der cover of darkness.
General Howard came up with re-enforcements. and the long chase began
Mue days later Joseph
ouce more.
suddenly turned upon his pursuers, de

the government
molished
baggage
trains, inflicted other severe damage
and escaped unharmed before the dismayed soldiers could rally In eutflcleut

force to stop him.
Thence by almost Inaccessible routes
Joseph made his way to Yellowstone
park, with Howard's wornout cavalryGeneral Sturgls on
men at Ills heels.
Sept. 13 found the Indians encamped
on

the Yellowstone river near Clark's

Fork. A furious battle followed. Many

of the Nez Perces were slain, and their
moans of continuing their retreat s
cessfully wen· Impeded by the loss of
a large part of their herd of ponies.
Hard pressed. Joseph crossed the Missouri river beyond Cow islaud an.I
headed north for the Canadian border
He planned to save himself and his
braves from the capture that now
seemed Inevitable by crossing into

Canada, where he would be safe from
the persistent cavalry that his la>t efforts had not sutflced to shake o:T hn
trail.
....
To Canada many of the beaten
fr»:u
won
sheller
and
tied
hostiles had
rhere.
the United States authorities
too, some little time after the Cu.·. r
fight. Sitting Bull had found his way
and among his fugitive tribesmen «as
_

laughing

at our

government's attempts

capture him.
Joseph understood enough of International law to believe he woulJ be
safe If only be could sot foot on Canadian soil. His first plan had been to
tire out his pursuers among the wildest trails of the far west and to find
somewhere a home where the Nes
»ut
Perces would uot be molested.
this hope had failed. At every step the
soldiers were close behind h. a
True. Joseph was now for the moment some distance in advance of
to

Howard, but uot far enough to give
him any faith in United States terriIbe
tory as a secure resting place
telegraph was be-

coming too unithe
and
versal
Indians' wanderings were too easily traced thereby to permit of
settling down undiscovered In an
obscure conter of
some state; hence

Joseph's

project

manently

or

to turn his back
upon his native
country and find
a home In Canada. either
til

P^-jobeph's
un-

govern mental

last stand.

γογκ«·ιιιιιιι«·**

mumm

him to creep back to the mountains and plains of his ancestors.
Rut Howard, though he was outstripped In the race, sent word to
Colonel Miles, who was at Tongue
river, to block the fugitives' north-

permit

ward rush. Miles, with new, unwearied cavalrymen, received the order lu
time to head off Joseph's tired, depleted band on Sept. 30 at Eagle creek.
Then followed Chief Joseph's last
battle, the final desperate stand of the
The conflict
hicklees Nez Perces.
waged long and fiercely. Howard, hurrying north, caught up with his victims as the fight was well nigh ovec.
Hemmed in by two strong force·,
Joseph and his whole gallant band
were

captured.

Back they were herded to their reservation. The bravest, wisest chief of
til the savages had struggled In valu
against the march of progress and the
aggressions of the white man. Henceforth the tribe that Joseph had for a
time lifted to something approaching
greatness was destined to become
merely one of many sullen, homeless
clans of "pacified" réservation Indians.
There They Wers.
here, gentlemen," explained
the pickpocket to his fellow prisoners,
"as the result of α moment of abstraction." "And I am here," said the
incendiary, "because of an unfortuuute habit of making light of things."
"And I," said the forger, "on account
of a simple desire to make a name for
myself." "And I," added the burglar,
through nothing but taking advanin
tage of an opening which offered
In
λ
large mercantile establishment
town."
"I

am

Ignorance.

Elsie—They're twins, aren't they?

Bob

you duffer!
one's a boy and on· is a

(scornfully)—Twins,

Can't you

see

girlÎ—London Opinion.
Do not
—Homer.

pot off under false pretexts.

Conundrum.

What ailment is the oak moat subject to? A com.

MM
West Parte.
The village school· opened Monday,
"Hlgbee of Harvard" will be preaent(Oxford Democrat,
ed at Dunham'· Hell Wedneriayeven- Apr. 11. The other echooU wlM open
THE DOINGS OP THE WEEK IN ALL ing, April 27th. The oaat of oharactere Apr. 18. Arthur Herrick ha· taken the
ISSUED TUESDAYS.
place of Mil· Margaret Whldden In the
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
en addition
were loltUted Into
to hi· «tore which will
Paris HilL
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, APR. 19.1910.
Mrs. F. S. Farnum m a millinery «tore.
».s.
Mr*. Jennie Brown Danbam. who h«
Γΐτ·» Baptist Church, Ββν. Ο. W. F. Hill, paa.
tor.
Preaching every Sunday at 10:43 a. m- been with her parent., Mr. and Μη. H. Chandler Tuesday.
Rev. and Mr·. C. L. Bangbartand
Sunday School at ti. Sabbath evening eerrloe G. Brown, for several days, returned to
AT WOOD <5fc FORBES, at
7 A).
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at her home in
Mrs. Eva Rowe Fox went Jo Portland
Maes.
Lynn,
before
the
laat
Friday
7:3U.
Covenant
Meeting
Kdltor· anil Proprietor·.
Αλ„„Μλτ
AU
Mrs. G. D. Robertaon and daughter, Tuesday to attend the M. B. conference,
the 1st Sun>'.ay of the month at 2 30 r. M.
went
not otherwise connected are cordially Invited. Miriam, were
Α. Ε. FoRHKS.
gueata at H. G. Brown » and Mr. and Mm. Ν. B. Springer
iiKOKOK Μ. Λ ! WOOD.

THE OXFORD BEARS.

ESTABLISHED 1SB.

WH.^YunSinTibolldlng

Dr. Charlotte Hammond and Miss
Benjamin are leaving Augusta, Ga., for

Atlantic City this week. Dr. Hammond will be at Paria the laat of the
month and begin preparation· for opening The Beeches.
Miss Persia N. Andrews returned laat
week to her home in this village.
The Union Garage it about completed
and the proprietor, Newton Cummings,
went to Portland Saturday, and brought
home a handsome new Inter-State touring car which will be used for public hire

All leeal advertisements
Αονκηιηκκκιιτβ:
•re
given throe connective Insertions for #1.SC
per Inch In length of column. Special contract*
m?» le with local, transient and yearly advertl»·
—

ere.

Job 1*hinting —New type, fast presses, electric
power, experienced workmen and low prices
com! Ine to make mis department of oar business complete and popular.
: ν

«

1

h

COPIES.

cents
Single Copies of tbe Democrat are four
each. The;· will be mailed on receipt of price by
the publisher* or for the convenience of patrons
on
jlng'e copies of each Issue have been placed
:
sale at the following place* In the County
Shurtlcff's Dru* StoreSouth Paris,
Noyce* Drug Store.
Norway,
Stone's Prug Store.
Mfred Cole, Postmaster
Btickile'd
M rs. Harlow. Post Office
Paris Util,
T. White.
Samuel
West Part·.

Fruit
April .»—Meeting of Oxford County South
• •rower»' Association, Grange Hall,

lay

May 13.—Arbor Day.
NKW

ADVERTISEMENTS

Annual Sale of Lace Curtains.

Stores.
Men's lleavy Shoes.
Special Sale of Plush Robes.
• •lue

Special

New Perfection OU Cook-Stoves.
Hair health.
All Ready -for Business.
At It 30 Years.
Probate Notices.
For Sale.
Wo Want Agents.
Notice to Contractors.
For SaleNotice of BarkruptcvThe Famous Ninety-Day Corn.
Bank Hook LostFor Sale.
Auction.
For Sale.

Woodbury's Seeds.

Civic Betterment That 15 Not Costly.
(Fn-in Proie-.«or Κ J. >pr*gue'spaper, "Maine'*
Centennial," before the State Board of Trade.)
The French people are building the
most beautiful homes in the world, and
tbe public spirit which leads individual»
to desire and erect such artistic structures for themselves, is stimulated by
public exhibitions of architecture ami
the study of the same in the schools.
We Americans often build largely and
richly, but not beautifully, and we havt
a great opportunity for an educational
campaign for better domestic architec
tu re

we are

glHOg

lu

ep'Ti

«<»«"

VUI

υ τι

sakes or play the summer girl to eattten
America, we m ast buy our tioery at thi >
best shops, homeepuu will not do.
The beautifying of the cuuntry high
ways, roadsides and bridge approaches
by a systematic treatmeut with spruces
cedars and other trees, is eaev and effect
ive. No country has more beautiful ma
terials at band than Maine, and if thi
granges and other civic bodies woul<
take up the matter, great improvement

easily possible.
Many a country homestead could bi

are

in appearance by thi
grouping of a few evergreens aud th<
planting of hardy shrubs aud vines whicl
cost little and which often adds to th<
money value of the property.
It is a pity to see so many farm bouse<
standing bare, gaunt and uninviting ii
the winter's snow, when they migb
have a setting of warm protecting ever
greens in winter, and masses of luxurian
colors iu the summer.
We need a whole campaign for th<
improvement of railway stations alow
through the rural districts, so many ο
them are absolutely devoid of any point
of beauty either iu architecture or en
vironment, and about many of tbem i
plenty of room for improvements in thi
form of trees, shrubs and vines.
Mauy of our city parks and vill&gt
streets are allowed to go bleak and colt
i\ r seven months of the year when the;
might be made picturesque, warm ant
full of color, if treated with evergreeus
Our winter scenery needs this color ant
with it the effect is unequaled any when
in the land. Huudreds of Maine towns
with a little effort could be made place
of characteristic beauty which woult
adtl to their attraction aa dwelling places
and to the happiness of the people. Soon
of our towns are situated for remarkabli
effects and might considerably increasi
the property value by a systematic cam
paign of decoration with trees ant
shrubs.
Let every village organize its forcei
for cleaning up the street, removal ο
wood piles, manure heaps, old fence:
and
dilapidated buildings, plant J
thousand cedars and as many spruces
muss hydrangeas and other shrube ii
the waste places, and take a series ο
ρ etures through the years to show thi
improvement in 1920.
Then we might have some central 01
thi
to award
distinct organization
medals for the towns accomplishing thi
The mos
most within the decade.
beautiful town with which I am ac
quaintcd in America, as far as the effort
of its citizens could make it so, organiz
ed street and block associations for thi
improvement of the city, offered prize/
for tUe most improved street t>r block
and incidentally increased the property
values .mil made the city famous for iti
much

4

improved

beauty aud advantages.

These things do not cost money,
take a little effort and co operation.

ly
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I
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Harold Knowles of Canton spent a few
days with Mr. and Mra. Prank Young
last week.
Parker Brown of Canton was the guest
of A. 6. Farnr last week.

1

The Socialists have elected their candidate mayor of the city of Milwaukee,
and an apparently authoritative announcement of their programme is made,
telling what they will do and will not do.
In the list of things they will do there is
only one that might be regarded as distinctly Socialistic, which is to build and
operate a municipal electric light and
power plant—and one doesn't need to
write himself a Socialist to be in favor of
that. Of the other items of their programme, there is hardly one but that
might be adopted by any party which
plans Reform with a big R after a political overturn, and moat of them are
expressed in gene.ral rather than specific
terms. This programme goea bat a very
brief step toward the oomplete programme of the Socialiat, which include·
public ownership of all public utilities,
railroads, and all land·. On the other
band, the list of that which they will
not do assures us in the first place that
they will not attempt to "abolish capitalism" or create a state of business uncertainty. Really, this programme is so
mild that it can hardly be satisfactory to I

After some

weighing over

experience with A car
eighteen hundred pound·,

Oxford.

STORES.

BLUE

Auction !

OF

23,

SAT.. APRIL

Suits

bad,

requirement·.
Firar, of courae, low price limited

my

my

bedding,

mower, bed and
kinds of carriages.

Horace Parrar.
Warren Lothrop is suffering with an
attack of the grippe. Dr. Atwood is
treating him.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Ryerson and two
children, who bave been visiting friends
here, have returned to tbeir home in

Buffalo, Ν. Y.

Mrs. Freeman Parrar left for Bryants
Pond Tuesday, having received word
that her daughter, Mrs. John Poster, of

that place, was ill.
The Mayflowers

are

blossoming in

profusion. One lady who has
een a resident of this town for more
than thirty years, remarked that she bad
never before seen the trailing arbutus in
bloom the first of April.
Mrs. K. P. Bowker, who is having a
lingering illness, is slightly improved.
Her daughter, Mrs. Ε. Ε. Tuell, of West
Paris, is here to help care for her.
Mr. and Mrs. Black of Poriland are
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Daven-

Ereat

and one-half inch rear tires, unit power
plant, all parte enclosed, three point

suspension and the sinjple and practical
way in whioh the car as a whole, is put

early

I have

a

for your

floe lot of

The fabrics this season are espe.
cially inviting, and the Styles are

Seeds of the better varieties

garden.

A floe
that will out disappoint jon.
mixture of Sweet Peas and a lot uf the
together.
ones in packages.
Every movable bolt is fitted with a newer
I will be pleased to have yoo call.
castle nut and cotter pinned; all parts
are easily taken down, and every one
can be duplicated in Philadelphia.
South Paris, Maine.
16tf
Tbo little engine is simply a wonder
and bas power to spare; the magneto
lias never failed me, and the transmission is a marvel of simplicity.
My car worked practically every day If You Have Scalp or Hair
from the 25th of May until the 25th day
Trouble, Take Advantage
of December, when I took it down and
of this Offer.
overhauled it. The speedometer had
Three of
over 6000 miles registered.
We could not afford to so strongly en
the tires had Detroit air in them, and dorse Rexall "93" Ilair Tonic and conthe fourth had been punctured five tinue to sell it as we do, if we were not
times during the season. The tire that certain that it would do as we claim it
suffered most was that on the right will. Should oar enthusiasm carry as
band front wheel. The car, being left away, and Rexall "93" Hair Tonic not
band driven, this tire did not get the give entire satisfaction to tbe users, they
care the others did, and bad to take would lose faith in ue and our statemany hard knocks, being away from my ments, and in consequence our business
line of vision and on the outer side of
prestige would suffer.
the road as well.
Therefore, when we assnre yon that
The car carried two as well as four if
your hair is beginning to unnaturally
passengers, and ran practically every- fall out or if you have any scalp trouble,
where on high gear, gasoline consump- Rpxall "03" Hair Tonic will promptly
tion has been low, and the oiling system eradicate dandruff, stimnlate hair growth
has never given me a moment's thought, and
prevent premature baldness, you
except once, when I carbonized my may rest assured that we know what we
about.
piston head and valves by using too

Design.

Rich in

buy something somewhere this spring or
You

Woodbury,

David B.

possible.

as

Right now we are showing the
very "cream" of Spring Fashions.

Seeds.
Woodbury's seeds

Light weight, long wheel baHe, three

Rain Coats,

~

It will pay to make your pur.
early. The assortment is
always most complete at the be.
ginning of the season, andjin con.
sequence you are more liable to
get the Choicest of Styles and Pat.
terns by making your selection as

Park.

P.

τ

chasee

choice. Our incomes here in the country will not permit indulgence in such
mechanical poema aa the Fiat and Isota
Bank Book Lost.
cbaaaia—perfect marvels of lightness
and strength—or even the light models
Kotlcî Is hereby given that Depo.lt Book
A paper ban been In circulation here of xome of the famous American make*. Number 7866. I. ued by South Pari* Saving*!
Bank to Elelda Scrlbner Pitt*, hn been loat, an·!
to raise money to buy a cow for Win
Thia flrat restriction of cost, with unless
the same I* presented within six month »
Hammond of Hartford who lost a ow lightness in weight, limited my choice a new book will b ; leau&l aa provided hv law.
80DTH PARI * SAVINGS BANK,
recently. Mr. Hammond formerly re- to four or Ave cars, and finally after
By Geokob M atwoob, Trraasided here.
two months of careful investigation, I
1S-18
South Parla, Me., April 18,1910.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Green of Livermore selected the 1909 Model Τ Ford for the
Mr.
Green's
Palls are with Mrs.
parents,
following reasons:

Albert

Early Buying

We Advise

AT MY STORE.
WESTERN AVENUE.

AT TEN O'OLOGK.
roads that are, to say the least,
it became neceeaary from an econRanges, stoves, chamber sets,
omical point of view, to oarefully study household goods, 3 two-horse mowthe output of the 1009 market for a
ing machines, ι nice one-horse
product that would more perfectly meet
several
over

to

sure

are

Why

Hummer.

Hair Health.

not

give

us

a

chance Ρ

SUITS

STOCK.

IN

SUITS TO ORDER.

Noyes Co.,

H.

F.

NORWAY.

PARIS.

SOUTH

Heavy Shoes

Men's

THAT ARE MADE OF LEATHER.

wear.
We have several lines of Men's Heavy Shoes that will
Russet Viscol Bals, plain toe, fine, soft stock, heavy soles, solid
port. Mr. and Mrs. Black were recently
are talking
married and are spending a part of their heavy an oil.
Rexall
cases
test
$3.50
hundred
one
of
Out
leather, for
When goue over this winter and all "93" Hair Tonic gave entire satisfaction
honeymoon here. Mrs. Black was Miss
$ oo
solid every part, for
toe,
Grain
Russet
Creedmoor,
cap
Louie Kelley, and will be remembered broken and worn parts replaced, my bill in ninety-three cases. It haa been proved
in
solid
and
also
every
way,
Bals,
Grain
Oil
Creedmoor,
Congress
in full from the company was seventy- that it will grow hpir even on bald beads,
by friends here.
$2
TheS. B. R. Club met at the home of seven cents. I think this is a remarkMrs. E. G. Small Thursday afternoon It able showing for an automobile of this
The class, and proves conclusively in my
was essentially a Willard Day.
time was «pent in reviewing the remark- mind, that one does not bave to buy the
able life of Prances Willard.
higher priced machines to get good
service in our line of work.
well
No machine, no matter how
Mason.
is "fool proof," but this little car,
Misses Florence and Maidie Haselton made,
who
in the bands of one
intelligently
of Albany called on friends Wednesday.
looks after it and learns its moods, and
Mrs. Robert Cusbing is at work in
service
more
will
give
respects its guts,
Bethel at this writing.
at less cost than anything in the market.
C. A. Tyler has sold his horses to Dr.
J. A. Twaddle of Bethel.
A burglar was captured at BowdoinW. A. Bragg was in town recently.
bam Thursday morning. He gave bis
A. E. Tyler is repairing his carriage name as George Williams, his age as 58
house.
and his place of residence as New Tork
Moses Grover of West Bethel is at when he is at home. Roscoe Given, who
work at S. 0. Grover's for a few days.
was waiting the return of a brother from
Rosie Tyler is visiting ber sister, Mrs. a
dance, heard breaking glass and on inC. L. Whitman, on Grover Hill.
saw a light in the store of J.
vestigation
7
Died, Lucy G. McKenzie, aged
E. Coruisb. He aroused the proprietor
A.
J.
Mrs.
months, daughter of Mr. and
and the latter hastened to the store pisMcKenzie.
tol in hand. Firing a shot through the
bole in the glass in the door, Mr. Cornish
North Waterford.
entered the store and there fonnd WilMrs. Charles Berry and Mre. Merle liams with arms up and more than willMorse and three children from Wolfboro, ing to surrender. The man said the bullet passed very close to bis head.
Ν. H., are visiting relatives here.
The river drivers are here boardiog at
Mrs. Bertha F. Smith, wife of ProfessParris Paige's and will go from tbere to
or Harold B. Smith of Worcester PolyFrod Hazelton's to board.
technic Institute of Worcester, Mass.,
Born, April 12, to the wife of Herbert was drowned at MacMahan Island SunLord, a baby girl.
While pursuing her favorite study
The village pchools began Monday, the day.
of bird
walking along the rocks, she
11th, under the instruction of Maude fell overlife,
a cliff twenty feet into the sea,
Dresser in the grammar room and Ida
Mrs. Smith, her mother and a niect
Holt the primary.
their cottage April 1, and ProMr. and Mrs. Henry Bickford of Stone- opened
fessor Smith was passing Sunday with
ham are visiting their daughter, Mrs,
them. She was 40 years old.

Will Rice, and family.
Charles Crosby of Norway is stopping

at Ernest Nason's.
Mrs. Merton Hobson and Leah spent
last week with relatives in Paris.
Mrs. Annie Hozelton was the guest ol
Mrs. Lilla Hobson one day last week.

At the last regular meeting of George
Knight Relief Corps, No. 05, held
April 9tb, 1910, three new members
joined the order. This Corps is gaining
fast in membership. A supper and fail
is to held in the near future.
M.

Maine News Notée.
F>>ur inches of enow in northern
Franklin Connty, after the ice had left
the ponds, interfered somewhat with
the âihing.
that the Springvale shoe
shop vacated by the W. L Douglas Shoe
Co. may he leased by Sears & Roebuck
of Chicago.
It is said

The trial of Cbarlea R. Friel and Ellis
Black, charged with the murder of John
Friel at Amity last November, is in
progress at Hoalton this week.

The latest news from Rev. Frank W.
Sandford is from Gibraltar. Evidently
the Holy Ghost and Us leader like*
yachting better than tilling the soil
down in Durham.

Corp. George Farrell of the Coast Artillery Corps committed suicide with a
servioe rifle at Fort Williams, Portland,
Friday. No cause is known. It is un-

derstood that he had

no

immediate rela-

tives.

W. H. McCann, a well-known Lewiston veteran, in looking over the regimental rolls, recently discovered that of
the 102 men mustered into Π Company
of the 13th Maine, but 12 are now known
to be living.

Thomas Mcintosh was found guilty oi
assault with intent to kill his wife by
the jury in the Supreme Court at HoulThe assault was committed last
ton.
December and less thau six weeks after
his discharge from the state prison,
where he served two years for assault
on his helpmate.
Maine Woods: Deer and all kinds ol
small game are very plentiful in the
Rangeley region, and having wintered

SAVED FROM THE GRAVE.

"I had about given np hope, aftei
nearly four years of suffering from a severe lung trouble," writes Mre. M. L.
Dix, of Clarksville, Tenn. "Often the
pain in my chest would be almost unbearable and I could not do any work,
but Dr. King's New Discovery has made
It's the best
me feel like a new person.
medicine made for the throat and lungs."
stubborn
Obstinate coughs,
colds, hay
fever, la grippe, asthma, croup, bronchiand
hoarseness
and
tis
hemorrhages,
whoopiog cough, yield quickly to this
wonderful medicine. Try it. 50c. and
$1.00. Trial bottles free. Guaranteed by
F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
the Oquossoc
At
Wo?ds:
wbjie there was five feet ol
snow a year ago to-day, the ground ii
Maine

hatchery,

bare and dry, and the superintendent, Mr. C. O. Hayford, has already benow

painting of the 120 fish
troughs. The work was done late in
May last year. Mr. Hayford says the
gun the annual

is all of three
earlier than last year.

season

or

four

weeks

TUE CALL OF THE BLOOD

purification, finds voice in pimples,
boils, sallow complexion, a jaundiced
look, motb patches and blotches on the
skin,—all eigne of liver trouble. But
Dr. King's New Life Pills make rich red
blood; give clear skin, rosy cheeks, fine
complexion, health. Try them. 25
cents at the pharmacy of F. A. Shurtlefi
for

& Co.

A Certain Cure for

Aching

Feet.

Shake Into your «hoe* Allen's Foot·Eue, a
powder. It cures Tired, Aching, Callous, Sweating, Swollen feet. At Druggists, 25c. Try It
to day. Sample Fhke. Address, Allen S. Olmeteil,
16-18
Le Boy, Ν. Y.

when, of course, the baldness bad nut
existed for so long a time that tho follicles, which are the roots of the hair, had
not become absolutely lifeless.
Rexall "93" Hair Tonic is vastly different from other similar preparations
We believe that it will do more than any
oilier huma>i agency toward restoring
It is not
hair growth and hair health.
or
greasy and will not gum the scalp
hair

or cause

It is

permanent stain.

as

to use as pare cold water.
Our faith in Rexall "03" Hair Tonic is
so strong that wo ask you to try it on
our positive guarantee that your money
will be cheerfully refunded without
question or quibble if it does not do an
we claim.
Certainly we can offer no
It comes in two
stronger argument.
Resizes, prices 50 cents and |1 00.
member you can obtain it only at oui
F. A. Sburt
store,—Tbe Rexall Store.
leff & Co.

pleasant

for

Men's Oil Grain Seamless

50

$2.25
the market to-day, and if you buy
for

Ripper,

The lines are the best on
them you will surely say

so.

Ε. N. SWEU SHOE CO,,
Opera House Block, NORWAY, MAINE
Tolophone 11Β·8.

Ν.

New Line of

WALL PAPERS
is now

ready.

Large

Glasses for the Relief of Eyestrain
is at your disposal.
This experience has been of immens*
value in my great and continued success.
I have been sucoessfal in some of the
most complicated cases of Eyestrain on
record.
REMEMBER your eyes are thoroughly
tested and examined free of any charge.
If Glasses are found necessary they art
fitted to you in a perfect manner, and al
a reasonable cost.
If I find that Glasses are not necessary,
then I decline to supply them.
rect

SAMUEL

RICHARDS,

Stomach

LINOLEUMS
for kitchen, dining room and
Are sanitary and
chambers.
We have a
wear like iron.
large line. Call and see them.

A new stock of

LACE CURTAINS
AND PORTIERES.
half-price is off.
Vacuum Carpet cleaner

Papers

The sale of Wall

OPTOMETRIST.

We have the American

Misery.

Qet Bid of That Sourness, Gaa
and Indigestion.

When your stomach is out of order o>
It
run down, your food doesn't digest.
ferments in your stomach and formi
which
causes
sourness, heartburn,
gas
foul breath, pain at pit of stomach and
miserable
other
many
symptoms.
Ui-o-na stomach tablets will give joyful relief in five minutes; if taken regularly for two weeks they will turn youi
flabby, sour, tired out stomach into a
sweer, energetic, perfect working one.
You can't be very strong and vigorous
if your fond only half digests.
Yout
appetite will go and naueei·, dizziness,
biliousness, nervousness, sick headache
and constipation will follow.
Ui-o-na stomach tablets are small and
easy to swallow and are guaranteed to
banish indigestion and any or all of the
above eymptoms or money back.
Fifty cents a large box. Sold by druggists everywhere and by F. A. Sburtlefl
& Co.
For constipation there is no remedy
so satisfying as Booth's Pills—25 cent·.

line of

RUGS AND
ART SQUARES.

At It 20 Years.
My 20 years' experience in Scientific
Eyesight Testing and the Fitting of Cor

Co.

Dayton Bolster

at

to

sell

MARKET SQUARE,

35

South Paris,
LADIES'

to

let.

Maine.

-

-

or

GENTS'

AND

SPRING OXFORDS
LADIES' OXFORDS, PUMPS AND SAILOR
TIES IN PATENT COLT, VICI KID, GUN
METAL AND RUSSIA CALF.
MEN'S OXFORDS AND SAILOR TIES IN
PATENT COLT, GUN METAL AND RUSSIA
CALF.
Prices

as

low

as

for

quality

of goods.

Frothingham,

W. O.

SOUTH

PE8RT DAVIS· PAINKILLER

possible

PARIS,

MAINE.

le "an ounce of prevention" as well m a "pound
of cure."
For bowel troubles, skin wounds,
15-18
colds and other ills. 35c. and 50c. sizes.

THE

FAMOUS

Ninety Day Corn,
Corn which

by

i

INSURANCE.

Tucker's Yellow Flint
careful (election has

FIRE.

unusually well, the spring finds deer come to produce heavily with ears
especially well and in fine condition, from ten to thirteen inches long and
and more numerous, it is said, than in
A
any recent year. This speaks well in to fully mature in ninety days.
advance for the hunting season of 1910, limited
supply of this seed can be

Littlehale,
Cbaa. Buck,
lia and Ernest Mason eaoh bought ι
outlook is in every respect very
horae. S. J. Keene, P. A. Littlehale and and the
Fred Pottle has been chosen from the
W. A. Bragg, the Grand Union tea
Will encouraging, not only to sportsmen, but obtained at
John Rosa each aold a horae.
to
Oxford
School
in
the
who provide the accommodaHigh
man. was in town last week.
compete
Poland awapped horses. A. T. Hollii to those
Edith Brigg* of Norway is with her prize contest at Colby.
tions for them.
his oxen.
Mountain View Stock Farm,
sold
The Horsey Guild
met with Mrs.
Mrs.
eister, Mrs. W. E. Cummings.
Mra. Carl Peterson la on the gain.
Power Company,
The Consumers'
Maine.
Viola Dunham is caring for Mrs. Cum- Frank Koeue.
South
Parle,
M. S. Bubier la a great deal better.
with a capitalization of 920,000,000, filed
The Congregational Ladles' Circle met
mings.
We understand that the Mlasea Helen a certificate of incorporation at the offioe
Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Lord and Mrs. Wednesday with Mrs. C. F. Starbird.
and Marie Sawyer, who have been board- of the Secretary of State Thursday. The
For Sale.
An entertainment with sale is being
Cora Sawin were in Lewiston recently.
ing at C. A. Churchill's, bave returned company was organized at Portland to
to
take
on
place
Wednesday, to their home in Southwest Harbor.
tone of good hay.
few
A
George Briggs came near breaking his arranged
manufacture, produce, generate, transApril 27th.
leg while working in Barker's mill.
Ε Ν. HASKELL,
Geo. Noyes has swapped horses with mit, distribute and supply electricity for
The M. E. ladies met with Mrs.
Colds are quite prevalent.
bis brother, Maurice Noyes, of South lighting, fuel or other purposes. The i6
South Paris.
Weston
Dunn.
Smelts are running.
Parla.
common and the preferred stock are
Mrs. Knight fell Sunday injuring herMr. and Mrs. C. D. Conner visited her
of
the
each
at
1300
$10,000,000,
placed
Nathaniel
Mr·.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Bartlett, self quite severely.
Locke's Mills.
oapital stock is paid in and the par value
Lamb is staying with her.
of East Bethel, last week.
Monis
The incorporators
schools
commenced
a
share
of
$100.
The village
Miss Hall of Norway is visiting at Dr.
Mrs. Myra Lofd and son Vivian called
teaches are James R. Parsons, William M. BradHaskell's. Mrs. Haskell is able to move day, April 11. Lorna Littlehale
on her son, L. L. Lord, recently.
The Selectmen of the Town of Paris will re·
the grammar sohool and Eva Andrews ley, and A. G. McPherson, all of Port- oelve bids for the construction of the South Pari*
around some in a wheel chair.
land.
Sewer
continuation according to plans and
the
primary.
Mr. Houghton of Lewiaton it visiting
WibotT· Mills.
specifications to bej'een at the Selectmen's
Charles Herrick, who moved to Gorand
his
Geo.
his
sisin
most
brother,
The
All
bids to be In by April SOtb, 1910,
Houghton,
office.
petitioner
important
The cable for the new dam arrived
bam, N. H., a short time ago, has mov- bankruptcy for nearly a year is Amos F. and we reserve tho privilege of rejecting
from Colebrook Saturday night with 22 ter, Mrs. Elden.
and all bids to- same.
ed bis family baok, and will occupv the
aay
Gerald of Fairfield, who was associated
horses. It has been on the road for
Dated at Paris,April 18.1910.
rent reoently vacated by Bert Goodwin.
Byroa.
with Cyras W. Davis of Watervillp,
C. W. BOWK KB, ) Selectmen
three weeks.
is
her
Foster
Mrs.
Harriet
visiting
W. C. STBABNS, J
of
Walter Easter has moved to his new
former nominee for Governor, Edward
Joseph Murphy is digging the ditch farm
Paris.
Mrs. Helen Bryant.
F. A. FABBAB, )
daughter,
bis
brother
P. Lawrence and Stephen A. Nye of
recently occupied by
for W. H. Hart to lay pipe for running
Mrs. Mary Bartlett was at Bryant's
George, George having bought a farm in Pond Thursday.
Fairfield, and Henry M. Soule of Boston,
water to his house.
«OTICE.
in the firm known as Davis & Soule,
The infant daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Peru.
died
10
In the District Court of the United States for
months,
Cole, age
Margery
on Mill Brook of
the
drive
We
notice
into
which
went
bankruptcy
agents,
P. C. Ripley was interred in the Wilson'·
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
under the Thursday, April 7, after a short illness. Aag. 3,1909. Mr. Gerald has struggled In the matter of
Mills Cemetery the 5th, age three days. Jenne & Lovejoy passed
)
Funeral Saturday attended by Rev. J. H.
GEO BUB If. TUBB9,
road
Monon
the
on
Coos
hit
but
to
save
Thursday.
hard
} In Bankruptcy.
bridge
situation,
Mrs. Mary Wilson is working for Mrs.
of Parts, Bankrupt. )
Little of Bethel.
visited
hi·
individual
John
His
bis
filed
parTaylor
recently
petition.
day
P. C. Ripley.
To the creditors of George M. Tubbs, In the
finishFrank
Bennett
and
Axel
Bryant
debts are given at $54,450. of which County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
School began Monday, April Uth. ents, Dr. and Mrs. Taylor.
in tbe saw mill at Bryant's
Notice Is hereby given that on the 16th day of
Geo. Taylor, who has been appointed ed work
amount $39,750 is secured, $14,700 being
Lillian Corbett, teacher.
last
Pond
Thursday.
Apr., A. D. 1910, the said tieorge M. Tubbs was
unsecured.
Miss Cecil and Pearl Bennett are at census enumerator, has sent the requiradjudicated bankrupt, and that the first
duly
moved
into the rent
has
Goodwin
Bert
to others to
meeting of his creditors will be held at the
home from Portland, where they have ed notice to farmers and
over C. E. Stowell's store.
At Rockland Wednesday Mrs. Sadie F. office of the Boferee, Mo. 8 Market Square, South
bave
an invoice of property, etc., ready
Business
Shaw's
been attending
College.
James Crooker has bought a eoltof Newbert of Thomaston was found guilty Paris, on the 4th day of May, A. D. 1910, at
Jennie Lanndry has finished work at by the 15th inst.
10 o'clock In tho forenoon, at which Ume the
of murdering her hasband, Fremont said creditors
L. ▲. Mason has gone to Livermore Bethel parties.
may attend, prove their claims,
the Utnbagog House and is stopping at
Newbert, by administering stryobnine, appointa trustee, examine the bankrupt, and
grafting trees.
the Aziscoos House.
Hebron.
transact such other business as may properly
was
out
four
The
last
November,
jury
A light run of sap.
Claude Jordan moved to Aziscoos
come before sain mooting.
The selectmen are at their offloe at H. and a half Lours. The verdict Is said to
Richard Taylor has been tapping trees
South Paris, Apr. 16, 1910.
Falls Sunday. He will keep a barber
some
taxes.
out
occasioned
WALTKB L. G*AT,
have
among
Meloher's
making
surprise
lot.
L.
V
on J. E. Shaw's
shop.
Beferee In Bankruptcy.
of
lots
two
had
Newbert's
has
Mrs.
Merrill
the
H.
H.
counsel,
been
added
Mrs.
have
new
members
spectator··.
Seven
One of the men at the dam had the
hats from Boston which she is disposing Senator Staples, has filed a motion for a
misfortune to out bis foot very badly, to the Grange lately.
the verdiot
For Sale.
Many have been slok with the grippe, of at very reasonable prloes in this town new trial on the ground that
cutting off one toe and breaking several
Is against the evidence. The cue of Dr.
and Minot.
in town lately.
bones. It was thought he wonld bleed colds, eto.,
ι a oxen, all good sice.
meet- Fred Jame·, a neighbor of the Newberts,
all
an
held
Hebron
day
E.
on
J.
called
Bernard
Grange
Kennedy
to death before the doctor could get
who is aoeused of poisoning hi· young
WM. DANIELS,
He la loading cars at Hey- ing Wed ης *day, April 13th.
there. Dr. Twombly of Colebrook dresa-, Shaw lately.
SeverJ
in
this place are taking board- daughter at about the same time, has
West Minot, Me.
Ion siding.
ed It.
The engine whioh blew np at West ers. Men.wtao are at work on the new been oontlnned till the next term of Tel
16
Mechanic Falla.
Fred Shaw went to Berlin Thursday to
13*3,
I
oourt
building at the Sanatorium.
Byron has been repaired.
work on the drive.
Albany.

here and Tl)ere.

radical Social lata.

Mrs Chas. Tucker of Colebrook. K. will be much missed. He played bla
H., is with her daughter, Mrs. S. T. much loved violin at an entertainment
Friday evening. He leaves a widow,
White, for several weeks' visit.
Mrs. W. H. Lurvey, who has charge of one daughter and two sons.
the telephone central in the post office
West Bethel.
block, has resigned from the service of
Bryant's Pond.
"Fling wide the generous grain; we fling
her
the
Hill
Curtis
Co.,
Telephone
resigO'er tne (lark mould the green of spring—
A crew of Italians are making their
nation to take effect May let. It Is Kor thick the emeral'1 blade* tball grow,
headquarters here while engaged in pick- understood that Mrs. Lurvey will re- When
flrrt the March winds melt the «now,
of
Grand
line
the
ing up steel along the
main in the employ of the Oxford Co. And to the sleeping flowers below,
The early bluebirds sing.
Trunk.
heretoand New England companies as
William Wyman has purchased the
and that the Curtis Hill Company,
'■There 1» a time foi all things.
place on the Rumford road owned by fore,
which consists of local lines, will fit up a
Grim Winter's far away.
Fred Lurvey and occupied by John
Block
in
And till It come a truce to gloom.
Dunham
central office
Ryereon.
Be glad that Spring's to-day Γ
Miaslon
Universaliat
The
Woman's
The farmers are loading a car of potaCool and dry.
Circle will meet at the home of Mr·. L.
toes here this week for shipment to BoaMont Shaw has gone to Berlin, «. ti.,
C. Bates next Thursday afternoon.
ton parties.
Please bring mite boxes for the April to work In the Cascade Paper Mills.
The pond cleared of ice April 10, the
John Carieton of Newry has again
earliest date for many years.
Mrs. Amos Frost and daughter Agnes been hired as ferryman here.
Roy M. Kierstead has moved from the of
Miss Bertha Cole of East Bethel is
Newry are visiting Mrs. Frosts
Bessey house to the rent over the
in the village hotel.
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Tuell.
working
parents,
Stephens store.
T. W. Vasbaw has hired E. P. Phil·
has
been
smoke
stack
A new
put up
Qreenwood.
brook to complete the repaire on hie
at the corn shop.
snow squall was on last house.
When
the
Tarfrom
moved
has
De!phon Brooks
The old ferry boat is being repaired
Tuesday morning, the flakes falling
mouth back to the C. B. Biooks farm.
and fast and nearly as large as and will soon be ready for business.
thick
the
West
from
have
arrived
Timbers
The large drive of pulp wood in Pleasthe ground an inch
for the new derricks at the Grand Trunk butterflies, covering
deep in a very short timo, it la no won- ant River is bung up for lack of water.
that
the
is
It
company
expected
quarry.
Francis D. Mills visited hie sister, Mrs.
der if some one remarked, "The stormy
will open the quarry this season and
April i« come at last." But the flurry Walter Bartlett, of East Bethel, last
employ quite a crew getting out repair soon
passed over and an hour or two Sunday.
work along the line.
Martin Whitney has returned from bis
later the cattle were out in the pasture
visit in Sebago, and ie again with W. A.
to see how tall the grass had grown.
Peru.
Smelts have been running again for Farwell and family.
M. H. Babb has returned home from
Elbert R. Briggs was at home from
several nights, and myriads of tbem
the hospital.
have yielded up their tiny bodies for South Parie for a few hours Sunday, reL. E. Irish's son is on the gain.
food for the creature man. Tiny is turning on the afternoon train.
Mrs Chas. Kidder and son, W. Β
Tbe "sugaring off" party In Grange
the adjective to use this year, in connechave gone to Massachusetts. Mr. Kidtion with these fish, since they do not Hall on Thursday evening of last week
der returns home the 15th, Mrs. Kidder I
average more than three inches in was well attended, tbree long tables
will spend the summer there.
I being filled.
I length.
C. C. Young is building him a house.
Bad luck seems to follow Alfonzo I J. Henry Briggs of New Gloucester,
G. U. Conant and W. B. Gillispie have
Cole and wife in losing their children. who is employed in a portable saw mill
been at work at Howard Turner's saw I
He married a Portland lady, where they in East Bethel, visited relatives In this
mill.
I lived a while, then moved to the Center I end of the town Sunday.
Mrs. Hattie Getchell has returned to
and later to Locke's Mills, where they I C. E. Toi man of South Paris frequentRangeley.
visite this village and is well liked
still reside.
During that time five sons
B. Walker McKeen, the State Lecturer,
and one daughter were born to them, I here as an insurance agent.
visited
L.
E.
and State Deputy,
Torrey,
I and now only ono of their family is liv·
Rockemeka Grange last Saturday.
East Bethel.
their girl baby having died only a
The farmers are starting their spring's ing,
Mr. Edgar Swan is at his home for a
few days ago.
work.
Visited Patch Mountain last week, I short vacation.
E. C. Poland is sawing birch at East I
Miss Bertha Cole was at home from
Charles Verrill's family with aeveral
Peru.
I others, to learn the facts In regard to I1 West Bethel over Sunday.
The fanners have got lots of potatoes
Mr Francis Mills of West Bethel was
I hie oven explosion. They differed some
but no market.
what from the reports given, but to no a guest of friends last Saturday and Sun·
last
cow
J. E. Conant lont a valuable
great extent. It was fortunate that Mr. I day.
week.
Mrs. 0. E. Jones bas gone to Portland
Verrill was near by and opened the over I
fertilizof
a
car
unloaded
J. E. Conant
I door, thus giving the powder more vent ; I for a few weeks.
er Wednesday.
Mrs. Berte Goodwin of Norway visited
I otherwise the chimney would have been
B. C. Kidder has been on the sick list,
demolished and his family more or less I Mr. and Mrs. 0. E. Jones quite recently.
D. H. Conant has bought a cow of Δ. I
1
Mr G. M. Bartlett of Litchfield, Me.,
injured.
A Babb.
Those twin Herrick boya are growing was a guest of Mr. and Mrs. Wm. BartChas. Howard has taken the ferry for
finely: but the most interesting sight I lett last week.
the season.
! occurred while calling on O. L. Peabody, 1 Mr. Ζ W. Bartlett Is having bis buildWhile there his nine-year-old girl drove
re-painted. The house will be
North Buckfteld.
white with green blinds. The right
to the door from visiting a neighbor,
up
bave
ther
river
drivers
The
loge partly on a thirteen hundred
pound liorse, thee I colore for a farm house.
in the mill pond and are now waiting
Mr. Nelson Bartlett is buying potatoes
took on her little five-year-old sister and s
for rise of water.
I drove off for another ride. That la what I at Locke's Mills, paying 20 cents per
Mrs KosetU Warren bait been visiting
I might be called young America of the I bushel.
her brother, Frauk Turner, in Lewiston.
I feminine gender.
Some farmers have commenced work
Wash Heald's children have been on
Two weeks ago a paper printed at I on their land.
the sick list.
entitled, "Are We All Liars?'
Emerson Tucker is moving back on to article,
Denmark.
I The writer claimed that we all come i
his farm.
After a long illness, Mrs. Louise E.
near to that, and perhapa not with
very
Mrs. F. E. Heald spent part of the
lout reason. The psalmist, away back u Jewett, mother of Mr. Algernon Jewell,
week with ber daughter, Mrs. L. A.
I bis day, intimated about the same thinja 82 years of age, died April 14th.
Kicker, in Hartford.
I in these words: "I said in my baste, al
Silver Lodge, No. 19, R. D., I. 0.0. F.,
A special meeting of Mountain Grange
I conferred the degree upon a candidate
I
men are liars."
Ps. 118, 11.
the
for
was held Monday uight
purpose
Cake and coffee
John Titus of Bryant a Pond callec I Thursday evening.
of conferring degrees.
I here and gave us the history of the bur I served after the close of the lodge.
a
with
School commenced Monday
glary committed there the morning pre ; Mrs. Sarah Blake has purchased the
Myra vious.
larger attendance than usual.
Evidently the burglars had not homestead place formerly owned by Mr.
Irish, of Bucktield, teacher.
graduated in that fine art, aa it might Geo. W. Moulton.
his
moved
has
Smith
family
Irving
I now be called.
i Mr. C. E. Cobb Is making extensive
into the Al Buck place.
Frank Brooks bid adieu to camp lift alterations on the Bartlett bouse. A
Greenleaf Spaulding of New York wan
Thursday and moved back on to his number of rooms will be added. Mr. N.
brought here for burial last week. He farm. On the name day Ernest Brooki IS. Thomee, assisted by Geo. L. Wentwan a former resident.
I and family of Locke's Mills and Henrj worth, is doing the painting.
Went Ι»* ν SC'»tt is spending his vacation
Brooke and family of Fryeburg viaitec
at B. S. Record's.
East Sumner.
I their parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. S.
Levi Turner, who injured his shoulder,
The sick ones in the place seem to be
These two brothers have each one babj
is with his daughter, Mrs. R J. Warren.
boy, and as Delphon Brooks, wife anc improving of late. While many in the
three boys, visited there at the earn» vicinity bave been exposed to the measMexico.
time, the ratio of male to female aex wai les, very few have aa yet come down
Nelson Bushley died on the morning
with them.
to 0.
of the 10th inst. The 9th he walked to
Business is quite lively at R. G. Ste
Speaking of smelts again, three met
D G. Frost's, spent considerable time
went from here last evening and got al
phens' mill aud store, and gives employ'
there before returning to his home. The
wanted and of the same length. ment to eight men. Ben Biebee alec
8th inst. he walked to Mexico Corner, a they
In consequence of their email size, it it employs several men in hla board and
distance of more than a half mile from
to cook them without dressing shingle mill.
his home, and back to it. Mr. Bushley proposed
The June session of Oxford Conference
as the French do their snails, and wc
came here several years ago, and bought
Americans our oysters. Why not, and of Congregational Churches will be held
land on both sides of the old road to the
at East Sumner.
thus save time and food?
Porter bridge, and on the highway to
The census enumerators will soon be
According to the almanac dog dayt
Roxbury, and built quite a large house begin
about the 25th of July, but cal around with a boat of questions, some
The
in the corner lot of his purchase
of which will be hard to answer in denights have already arrived.
cause of his death undoubtedly was
tail. If those who have received blank
heart failure. Uis age, I think, was
East Waterford.
schedules will carefully All them out, it
near 75 years.
The following are the teachers for the will greatly help out the matter.
Monday forenoon, the 11th inst., Walterm:
He leaves a spring
lace N. Hodsdon died.
Norway Lake.
City—Emmie J. Young.
widow, who was a daughter of C. C.
Temple Hill—Elele V. S*n>leruon.
Tour correspondent has been in the
Keene—Elder Keene—who was located
East Waterforil—Mary Dreceer.
clutches of the grippe for several weeks
Plunimer Hill—Charlotte Monte.
here several years as the pastor of the
Dr. C. A. Stephens is at home again.
Mutiny—tiorbam Normal Urailuate.
Free Baptist church
North Water fort I Grammar—Mamie Dreeser.
He spent several weeks in Washington
Clark Fellows, aged about 35 year*,
North Waterforil Primary—Ida B. Holt.
and Boaton.
Kiat— Agnes R. Plummer.
died the middle of last week, after an
Mr. and Mra. Chester Flint's baby ii
illness of a year. He leaves a widow All the schools opened Monday except
very sick and ha« been for several days,
and two children.
this, as the school bouse is being repairMian 8. P. Newhall visited at Norway
Monday evening, a birthday party, ed.
March 14th.
made up of relatives and friends, was
Temple Hill school house has had a
Donald B. Partridge went to Watergiven Mrs. Millie Gleasoo, the 11th be- uew chimney built.
ville April 14. He is one of the speaker!
Mrs. Hubert Walker is caring for her
ing the Tlst anniversary of her birth.
fur the Lyford prize.
April 12th, after about two weeks' ill- sister, Mrs. Fred Johnson, who it is fear
Most of the sick ones are improving.
ness with grippe or pneumonia, Emery ed will have rheumatic fever.
Selectman W. V. Kneeland and O. A
Mason, a civil war pensioner, died at
North Paris.
the home of Harold Harlow.
Miller took Josiah Weeks to the Insant
Mr. and Mrs. America Andrews and
Mrs. Helena O. Small, after being a Hospital at Augusta Thursday.
Misa
Beatrice, went
shut-in for three or four weeks, visited
The pulp wood is being run down the granddaughter,
13 to attend the M. £. conference
April
her father and mother, Mr, and Mrs. river.
at Portland.
B. G. Mclntire has been in Kingfield
Henry W. Park. Her daughter Lucy
One day's busineaa at North Paria.
was with her.
the past few days.
A. T. Hoi·
A. D.

I

thej

A current news item refers to Monacc
as the "smallest sovereign state of Eu
rope." Vet everybody knows that tc
call it a sovereign state is really as falsi
To call it the largest
as it is absurd.
plague spot of Europe would be some
where nearly correct.

le?b·

..

carefully
We should be especially
about the architecture of summer cot
A prettilj
tages of the cheap kind.
formed cottage usually may not coal
more thau a shack or commonplace
house type. Some very tine American
scenery has been greatly injured bj
badly formed cottages, and local asseti
have been thereby reduced.
The wonderful scenery along the
Penobscot Hiver has been iujured bj
of sheds and barnlike
the erection
structures which are no cheaper an«i
which serve their purposes no bettei
than pretty cottages would. The Penob
scot scenery is an asset of Eastern Maine
but it is an asset that can be greatly in
jured or much improved by tbe care
lessncss or the arts of luau. A man ha*
no more moral right to injure genera i
scenery by the erection of a shack be
cause he owns a piece of the shore line
Could we not encourage through t
Penobscot Valley Improvement Associa
tkxa the more careful treatment of tb< «
river batik, and popularize good types ο f
cottage architecture? And what is sait I
about this locality would apply to other
in the state also.
II

*θ,β^
Λϊ£ί

ed librarian at
place
public library
of Mrs. Fred Shaw, who has resigned on
account of her removal to Anburn.
Miss Annie L. Parris has been very ill
during the past week.

Coming Event·.

I'arls.
M:»y :: —Oxford Pomona Grange, Bethel.
Sun
May It)—Convention of Ox fold County
School Association, South Paris.

WnTït

away.
Θ. A. Chandler has already gone to
Baat Snmner and Mra. Chandler will
Mr. Chandler waa In the
soon follow.
grocery baslness in this pillage for some
with
yeara where be waa In great favor
the people, who regretted very much
aell
to
him
when poor health obliged

Klu Helen Bisbee has returned from
F. E. Wheeler were
she went to drill one of
guest, of Dr. and Mr·. Wallace Webber Oxford where
the hoye from Mr. Dyer'· school for the
at Lewiston for a day or two
inter-scholastlc speaking at Colby Col·
Wednesday evening they
Peary's lecture in the Empire theatre.
Bennett-Moulton Company ha«
The Ladies' Whist Club met with Mr·.
There been filling a three nights' engagemen'
Otia Curtis Friday afternoon.
were three tables.
Popcorn and aaaorted at Odeoo Hall. They have been met
with a full bonse every night.
candies were served.
.w
H
Miss Mildred Keene has returned to
N. n.,
Clarence Hammond of Gornaro,
the Citizen office, having spent a abort
visited friends and relatives in town.
Tuesday, Roscoe Tuell went to Bangor vacation at her home in East Sumner. the and Mra. Wm. Glover.
Mies Lila Gilbert haa a poeitlon in
to consult an eye specialist.
this summer.
Rev. Lucien Robinson of Philadelphia
Eugene Hammond, who has been very Lewiston Journal office.
Contractor Chas. H. Adams of Norway
Mr. Field haa purchased the Dana is having a veranda built on to Ryemoor
was able to return
South
ill
at
Parie,
has begun the work of remodeling the
cottage, and Retting it ready for occuHall farm for a summer home.
home last week.
who expect to
house which Judge Potter purchased
Mr. Warren Emery is driving a fine pancy by the Deaconesses
Miss Mabel Bicker is working for Mrs.
from Mrs. Thayer.
be here in June. Walter Chandler is
new fori y-borse-power auto.
F S Farnum In ber millinery store.
here
Mise Georgia Perham arrived
Mr. Herman Mason, our census enu- doing the work.
Rev. and Mrs. D. R. Ford are attendAutos are with us again.
Saturday from Washington, D. C., to as- ing the M. E. conference at Portland.
merator,
began his duties Apr. 15.
sist in preparing the Gov. Perham homeMrs. Oilman Heath is sick with a seMr. George Lawrence died suddenly
was in Portland last week
Mann
Abner
stead for leasing the coming summer.
morning. He has been a vere cold and other troubles. a horse of
to attend the meetings of the executive Saturday
Mrs. Ernest F. Shaw has been appointJames Buck has bought
in Bethel for many years and
of the State T. P. C. Uboard
jeweler
in
the

Terms —41.50 a year tf paid strictly In advanoe
Otherwise IJ.00 a year. Single copies 4 cents.

·»

Wednesday.

The Doctor tad HU Automobfl·.
Weft Sumner.
Mr. and Mra. Herbert Barrows of Portland arrived here Thursday, accompanied BT UB. VBANX B. SWABTZLAHDBB,
by Mise Inez Dean, who hae been visiting
DOYLB8TOWN, PA.
them several week·. Mr. and Mra. Bar·
Bucks
County Medical Monthly.)
rowa expect to go to honaekeeplng right (The

j
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AUTOMOBILE,
AND

EMPLOYERS'

1I

PUBLIC

LIABILITY,
STEAM
BANK

I

HOUSEHOLD

AND

BURQLARY.

Red Cedar Hakes

ACCIDENT AND
When you need

be cause they are the most reliable and
convenient to use and only need to
be placed in the folds of the clothings
furs or flannels and placcd in Bureaa
Drawers, Trunks or Closets, or even

«orne

HEALTH.

"Insurance that

I will be glad to hear from yoa.

PERLEY

wrapped

in paper, and your worry is
Their increasing sale from year
to year with ua I123 proved them to
be absolutely relijb'.s :..ul dependable.
You v.ill do t'-.c sensible thing bv
puitir.j yjurçoodj away this year \vitn

Notice to Contractors.

BOILER.

FIDELITY BONDS,

All sensible peepîa arc pulling their
furs a;id winUr v.rr.;-,3 away tliLi year
•afely protected from moth* with

F.

PARI8,

over.

Protect*'

RIPLEY.

MAINE.

HD CTDA.1 FLAKES,
10 CENTS PER PACKAGE
At the

Pharmacy of

F. A. Shurtleff &
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

Co.,

PROBATE NOTICES.

To all persons Interested In either of the mtstci
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, at Paris, Id and for

the

of
County
Id the

Oxford, on the 13tb day of
year of our Lord one thousand
hundred and ten, the following matter
having been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It Is hereby Oboxbxd :
That notice thereof be given to alt persons interested, by causing a copy of this order to be

April.

nine

publlehed

ford

three weeks

successively

In the Ox-

Democrat, a newspaper published at South
Paris, tu said County, that thoy may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at Romford, on
the second
Tuesday of May, A. D. Mo, at nine
of the clock in the forenoon, and be heard there

on If

they see

cause:

Catherine K. SeTerjr, late of Dix Held, deceased; first and final accomt filed for allowance by Byron C. Walte, administrator.
A true

ADDISON B. HE&RICK,
Judge of said Court.

oopy—Attest:—

AT.MWfF

D

PARC, WlglstST

Spring Millinery
We

are

pleased

to

display

and Summer line of Trimmed and

Hats, also

an

our

Spring

Untrimmed

attractive line of Children's

Bonnets.
MISS S. L.

MISS

S.
Millinery

SOUTH

PRATT, Designer.

WHEELER,

M.

PARIS,

and

Fancy Qoods,
-

MAINE.

Vj

J

Ji

ïtu «itorfl

gtmocmù

SOUTHPABJS.

f™· H.

mother,

A.

M re.

Hilton la vlalted by bel

Blmckatone,

of Qirlud.

Mia· Loulae Richards ia at her hoax
at B. F. Richards' lor a vacation.

here
a

TWO

at

MM

FOUND

15

NORWAY.

Commlttloaer'· Road Meetlnf.
good number of those In'ereeted
gathered at the oourt houa«CThuriwUy to
Mrs. M. P. Stile· passed the week io
attend the road meeting for Oxford
County, held according to the provision· Portland.
Mrs. Frank Kimball of Cottage Street
of the law, under the direction of the
State CommlMioner of Highways. Paul will sail on a three month·1 trip abont
the
middle of June. 8he will visit the
D. Sargent. Something like thirty who
are more or lees directly interested In Passion Play of Oberammergaa before
the question of roada were assembled, ber return.
Mr. Warren Bills of Union i· the
and the register which Mr. Sargent kept
showed the attendance of these county gap*t of his son, V. W. Hills, this week.
The Bennett-Moulton Company preand town officials:

Battered Burglar Bound Over.

AT

Misa Roae Clark of Portland haa been

I. J. Monk'a for a few days.
guest
higb school sociable was bold il ,
Mis· Mildred Fernald of ElUwortb i«
>'ew Hall Friday evening.
the
of her brother, Geo. C. Fer·
Timotby H. Lunt, of the firm of Heali I nald.guest
was at South Pari ,
Λ Lunt of Buckfield,
Mr. and Mr·. E. N. Haakell were called
on business last Tuesday.
to Denmark last week
by the death of
Mi*» Ethel C. Crockett went the fire t
Mra. Haakeir· grandmother, Mra. Jewof last week to Haverhill, Maes., when ,
V

Badly

A

ANDBKW8' STOHK

ΒΒΥΑΝΤ'β POND.

""

John McDonald and Tom Creamer
were lodged in the county jail Wednesday, on the charge of breaking and entering the «tore of Kdwin Andrew· at
Bryant'* Pond on the morning of that
dav. McDonald was taken In the act,

—ANNUAL

Pire fa Dixfleld.
The farm building· of Bert Wbitte-

——

Sale of Lace Curtains.

inor·, io the lower part of the town of
Dixfield, four miles from Dixfleld village, were burned about 1 o'clock Friday
morning. The family, comprising Mr.
and Mra. Whlttemore and three children,
were foroed to leave the houae in their

Mr. and Mra. Whlttemore got the atook ont of the barn, but
practically everything elae of the buildings and contents was destroyed. The
cause of the fire ia unknown.
The loaa House

night clothe·.

♦

·

·

♦

♦

•

«

*

»

«

that soft,
else can
our Lace Curtain Sale.
and Creamer wae arrested a little later in
cleaning time
sented several very good plays at the ia not far from
with no insurance.
curtains. We have the greatest variety
the day, a few mile· north of that Tillike
coziness
of
13000,
air
John L. Tubbs, road commissioner, Waterand
ett.
opera huuae during the week. The enlage. McDonald wae badly "stove up,
she has a position as teacher.
of Patterns, Grades and Prices that we have ever been able to offer to
tertainments were well attended.
In the Lyford pria» speaking oontest
D. Mlllett, road commissioner, Norway.
Misa Carrie A. Gray ia at home from and showed the marks of rough usage.
t
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Millet
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and
A
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Dyer,
The work in the shoe factories is held at Colby College Friday afternoon
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house-keepers. We are showing more than 60 styles of
of
About
four
o'clock
in
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morning
Frank A. Farrar. selectman, Paris.
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and we carry a stock of
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D.
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clerk
who
commissioner,
I
Hammond, county
Allen,
Henry
day,
days. She is accompanied by her nephew
annual stock taking. The new season's to Arthur J. Minister of Gardiner,
for the May term of court at Kumford.
tbe store and sleep·» up stairs in the
each pattern.
Carlton.
road commissioner, Woodstock. work will commence very soon and the atudent at Hebron
Stevens,
to
Academy; second
building, heard a noise in the store br- 1 Frank B. Davis, selectman,
Mi-4 Sara Swett baa been substitution
The W. C. T. U. will meet in the Bap- low. He
prrdictlon is made that the season's Robert W. Ferry of Bangor; and third
B. V- Virgin, roa<l comml'Moner, Mcxico.
quietly slipped down stairs and
-ίηϋ the past week for Mies Tessi [
tist
best
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be
of
the
to
2:80.
work
at
Donald
B.
afternoon
Paris.
W.
c. Stearos, selectman,
Partridge of Norway. Tbe
veatry Tueaday
roused Mr. Andrews, who lives next
Ί· »u, wb > teaches at the brici
Curtains.
White
Sash Curtains.
Arabian Lace Curtains.
Char.ee W. Bovtker, selectman, Paris.
Tbia is to be a mothers' meeting and a door to the
Charles A. Richardson, who recently prizes were $60, $25, and φίδ In cash.
store.
Mr.
Andrewa
jumped
W.
Paris.
B.
road
commissioner,
building.
Russel1,
and
out.
moved
from
Qreenwood
cordial invitation ia extended to all to out of
the rod·, 27 inches long, 36
for
There
were
to
54
bought
44
from
Five Lota, 3 yard· Ion#,
Ready
forty conteatants, representThia season we bare the largest line of
bed, without stopping to dress, George W. Berry, road commise oner, Pans.
Stuart brothers are now eugaget attend.
inches wide of striped and figured scrim
W. H. Eastman, county commissioner, Bas» James Pledge's meat market, corner of ing tbe preparatory schools of the atate.
and together they went to tbe store.
ever loche* wide In pretty, selected and vabave
we
curtains
these
popular
25c pair.
■rating the Supreme Court roon
Main and Bridge Streets, took possession
with deep hem and run,
A. W. Walker A Son will have tbeir There was a lamp lighted in the store,
F. L. Pottle, selectman, Otlsfleld.
$1.25 pair.
WOBSK THAN BULLETS.
shown. Being of the soft ecru shades ried design·,
!i*· court house, which will be al
the last of the week.
,·
aud striped white scrim, 36
James W. Llbby, selectman, Hartford.
Figured
fourth annual sale of farming imple- and two men were packing goods into a
Jackson has sold his restaurant on
Bullets have often caused less suffer-1 tbey will not soil easily and thus save
(|;>M OVtjr.
0. G. Beckler, road commissioner, Albany.
Five Lots, 3 1-4 yards long, 48 to 54 inches
10c and 15c yard.
ments on
wide,
Wednesday, April 20. Uot sack. One of them had on an overcoat
H. A. Thompson, road commissioner, iiar*- Cottage Street to P. O. Brinck, who took
Ing to soldiers than tbe eczema L. W. tbe fuss and wear of the laundry.
inches wide, in fish net, bow knots and
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of Maiden,
W. Holmes, selectman. NorwayMass.,
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as usual at noon.
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The annual corporation meeting was army, and suffered with, forty yeara.
George O. Brown, selectman, Stonebam.
figured pattern, 40 inches wide, fine
Andrews and Allen let themselves into
iug a week's vacatiou at their sum
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M. Stewart
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Ii. A. Shaw went Thursday tc office April IS:
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very
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principles
Mrs. Addle K. Campbell.
one of them slipped away.
Fire Police—G. A. Morse, 8. G. Hatch, J. P. Children's Home In New York, Cure FeverlehThe other
:n'keeper in the Poland Spring
12 l-2c yard.
Freeman L. Cumnilng».
Edwards, G. E. Walker, Η. E. Mixer and E. C. neee, Bad Stomach, Teething Disorders, move
bow knot pattern with wide,
broke through the door, and was follow- buildmg and maintenance.
for the season.
Three lots, 3 yards long, 50 inches large running
and regulate the Bowels ana Destroy Worms.
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... Hannah
There will be a rehearsal of Mt. Pleas
street before he decided to obey An- made by the
druggists, 25c. Sample FREE. Address, Allen
able for the long and 2-3 curtains,
same as last year; one dollar for each S. Olmsted, Le Rot. Ν. T.
:a South Paris from Mexico, where
One Lot, large size, an extra fine cable
15 18
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the
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Casement cloth of ecru scrim with col*ughter, Mrs. Ε Η. Dorr.
Born.
an
day evening of this week, and it is very handle with such effect that the young- obligatory upon
cnrtain,
extremely dainty
with pretty borders in braided and scroll border,
ored figures and designs in reds, greens,
every town to insert in the warrant f.»r taxes after Jan. 1st, '11. Taxes due
nntendeut of Schools E. F. Cla- urgently requested that every member of ster simply couldn't go any farther.
$3.00 pair. tans and browns. The latest,
$2 00 pair.
meeting an article to see Nov. 1st, '10. Poll taxes dne July 1st, In Parle, April 8, to the wife of 81dney A. designs,
t!ie Paris and Woodstock district the team be present.
Deputy Sheriff James M. Day brought the annual town
10c, 15c, 18c, 25c yard.
One Lot, 3 1-2 yards long, 1 1-2 yards
the burglar to jail on the early morning if the town will make an appropriation '10. Voted for night watchman, 1600; Thayer, a son. March
irehased the Ford runabout of U.
One Lot, 3 yards long, 54 Inches wide,
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80, to the wife of Elmer
Mr. and Mrs. H. K. Morton of Auburn
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net,
center with wide,
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on Orchard
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in several by the attorney general that any appro- ♦750; voted for hvdrant
finish, 36 inches wide,
Mr. Morton
year.
is under- Stearns, a daughter, Marguerite.
coming in an automobile.
$2.50 pair. design of lattice, maiden hair fern and
small figure,
and pretty well covered with priation for state road work, involving Street the sum of 1500. (It
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of
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Casey,
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state
making
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aid,
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gives the
wide,
where he spent the a leg, and this is the first journey of
i. from Florida,
No appropriation can be made Norway Water Company to enable the
In North Waterford. April 12, to tbe wife of
$3.50 pair
name of John McDonald, and claims a meeting.
ly dainty curtain,
Lustrous Sateen*, excellent for lining
for which Herbert Lord, a daughter.
Or the benefit of his health, and any length that he has undertaken.
borne in New Brunswick. He is rath* or increased at a special meeting. The company to put In a hydrant
Curtains.
In Brownfleld, April, to the wife of Jesse White Nottingham
boxe* and decorative purposes, comes in
In the future the corporation will pay
l.is family, who are at L. B.
Miss Grace Dean is in the Eye and Ear small in size, and gives his age as 18 plan of each year's work must be ap
Lane, a daughter.
Muslin Curtains.
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the water company the usual rental.
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the inspectors of the state
a low price these are tbe best wearfarter's.
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tbe
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At
In
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by
waterford,
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11,
she
April
at
where
Portland,
years.
Infirmary
12 1 2c yard.
should pay Llewellyn J. Saunders, twine, son and daughter.
There la nothing so dainty for the wide,
We
are
market.
Later in the morning Andrews, ac- part ment before any work is done, and Why the village corporation
the
on
curtain
·! »tre goers of the place turned had an operation for the removal of a
In Denmark, April β,-to the wife of Charles ing
the work is subject to inspection and ap- for extending the p'pes of the Norway
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We
curtain.
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a
fresh
as
chamber
a
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<,
season.
growth in the nostrils, tonsils and ade- companied by Horace Littlefield, learnthis
for the Bennett-Moulton Com
showing many new styles
Water Company and pay the usual hy- Plngree,
59c yard.
inches wide,
proval by the state department.
In East Stoneham, April 4, to the wife of Bert
played in Norway Opera noids. She is doing as well as could be ing that a roan had been seen traveling
New patterns not usually in Nottingham have a large variety to select from in
An improved time book was shown by drant rental is the question being asked Kendall/a daughter.
,.· ν
-ir.it three nights of last week. expected, and will be at home in a few on foot on the Kumford road, started out
for corporacross-bars, striped scrim, plain with
Table Covers
curtains.
with a team. Near the forks where the Mr. Sargent, which allows not only the by the taxpayers ) Voted
α
good company, at moderate days.
Married.
of the men on the tion expenses, $4,000. Voted to furnish
and double ruffle, in different clus- Of Tapestry id red, greeos and browns
Rumford stage changes
thev keeping of the time
aingle
horses,
inches
28
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One
Lot,
yards long,
State Master C. S. Stetson of Greene
treasurer and collector.
overtook Tom Creamer, and insisted road, but shows the kind of work on bonds for the
ter tucks, 38c, 42 l-2o, 50c, 75c, 87 l-2c, in Oriental colorings and designs, 4-4 in
in Rumford, April 12, by Bev. J. A. LaFlamme, wide, scroll border, figured center,
wan at the meetiug of Paria Grange Satto the
jest daughter of Mr. and Mrs
39c and 50c.
his getting in and going back with which the time was put in. By keeping Passed over the article relating
red and green,
Mr. Emll Deejardens and Miss 8htrlle Myrend, |
upon
$1.25, $1.50.
first
and
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second
is possible f..r exemption of the new Grange Hall. The both of Kumford.
> ne of Waterville,
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formerly of urday, and conferred the
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red
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watchman's
returned Wednesday from degrees. A special
meeting
he state department to keep and classify article relative to a night
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Cross-Stripe Curtains of good size, a tern*,
eo, but on one of tbe men allowing him
Three lots, 2 1-2 yards long, 32 inches
$1.25, «1.50, 11.98, $2 50.
ew's Hospital where she ha» grange will be held on Saturday, April to eee that he carried a
itatistics so as to get an approximate clock. The matter of purchase of more
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6Ûc pair. ecru scrim with cross stripe*
no ids.
juch as building drain, culvert work, gineers. The matter of new lights was
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a: ·!
IilSonth Paris, April 18, Earl W. Beesey, aged figured centers,
brought to jail on the forenoon train.
The matter of a 20 rears, 5 months.·
a left with the assessors.
green, finished at top with tassels,
McDonald was so badly cut up about I trading, surfacing, etc. Then *hen
Next Sunday being national tuberculomuch like summer for the past
One Lot, 2 1-2 yards long, 36 inches
In Mfxlco, April 10, Nelson Bushley, aged
Couch Covers
Diece of work is to belaid out to be done revision of tho corporation by-laws was
98c, $1.25, $1.37, $1.75 pair.
about
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Bright and clear days, with a sis Sunday. Kev. Α. Γ. McWhorter will the head that it was necessary to have a t will be
years.
vide, pretty border, Howered center,
possible to make a fairly l~ft with the assessors and A. J. Stearns,
Of Tapestry in rich Oriental colorings,
In Mexico, April 12, Emery Blason.
and
in
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wind, and frost and freeze every give a lecture <>n the subject of tubercu- surgeon sew him up, and ether bad to kccurate estimate
Panela
Door
ecru,
of the cost in advance Eeq. Voted to bave a new sidewalk in
75c pair.
In Mexico, April 11, Wallace N. Hodedon.
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aing. Realty not badly unseason- losis at tbe evening meeting in the Con be administered for the purpose. Cream- for the lack of such advance estimates, front of Engine House Hall. It is unIn Canton, April 12, Mrs. Eliza Moore, aged
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3
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towns in the derstood that |500 more
A hearing was given in the Norway ast year three hundred
Γη Mason, April. Lucy G., daughter of Mr.
White Curtain Loops, 5c, 10c, 20c pair.
been having. The only bad feature taken for the work of
fighting the
Tapestry Portiere* in reds, green* and
iride in very pretty patterns and designs,
started larger jobs of work than for corporation expenses. Meeting was and Mre. J. A. McKenzle, aged 7 months.
Municipal Court Wednesday afternoon. itate could
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as no money by-laws.
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to be considered,' and at this point one
meets one's Waterloo, unless pressing in
all its phases Is a known art.
Take children's coats alone. If they
are
are well cat and badly pressed tbey
unsatisfying to all concerned. They can
always be well cut in these days of good
patterns, and if well pressed Into the
bargain are really a factor in domestic
for these
economy; for a child cares

TRUFS
ELIXIR

Copyright, 1910, by American Pren
Association.

-O-OO-OH
When John Lawrence

I

No. 887.—Square Word.
made of marble are best;
fiy
My second is seen on a vest;
My third Is a fruit;
My fourth receives ault;
My fifth is an oft needed rest.

fully

One night eonie months later, on
1
returning home from the theater,
found my studio brilliantly lighted acd
Lawrence occupying a big chair before
the smoldering fire.
"1 returned today," he said in reply
waitto my delighted greeting. "Been
ing here since 9 o'clock for you.
man said you had gone to the theater."

No. 888.—Triple Crossword Enigma.
Three-fifths of wrist.
Two-fifths of chest.
And then three-fifths of reins,
Three-sevenths of trinity.
One-half of divinity,
Then three-eighths of disdains.
Next take three-fifths of aloes
And last one-third of trains.
When these are guessed correctly
Tou'll have three poets' names.

was white
prised to see that his face
tremand strained and that bis bauds

I
I

be took tbe bos from my grasp.
it on tbe table, and we took
the door, both*
up our station near
nt the table. Tbe air

bled
He

I
I

as

placed

I

I

I

I
I
I
I

needed.

I
I

spongeid

I

I
I

I
I
I
I
I

the 2636 miles in 15 dtyi and
In the 1909 Glidden tour the Brush covered
lot more than can be said of soma of
finished in good »hape in Kania· City—a
the big cars.
inch of the way under it· own
It climbed Pike's Peak in eight hours, every
Continent.
power. It crossed the American
the Brush made 40.6 miles on
In the 1909 New York One-gallon Fuel Test,
In the Buffalo contest, it made 41.2 miles on one galone gallon of gasoline.
mile for fuel.
lon. This means less than 3-8 of a cent a

I

M

Jsumed

THE PORTLAND CO.

PORTLAND, MAINE

STATE OF MAINE AGENTS

I

j

I

?\

I

ρ1

B!

j

j

$976.00.

Price,

TOURING CAR.
Delivered Ready

to

I

U*e.

INCLUDES Magneto, Top, Wind-shield, Speedmeter,
Generator, 3 Oil Lamps, Tools, Tire Repair Kit.

Gas

J

FORD

HAVE

CARL0AE

A

consisting: of Touring Car6 and Roadsters

on

exhibi-

Paris.
tion in the Frothingham Store. Pine St, South
Come in and look them

RIPLEY
P. F.

p

&

over.

Agents

FLETCHER,
H. ti.

RIPLEY. Paris Hill.

11

FLETCHER. South Perls.

4O-KNOX-6O
THE PORTLAND CO.

ME.

PEERLESS TONNEAU
CORBIN TONNEAU
POPE TOLEDO RUNABOUT KNOX SPORTABOUT
KNOX TONNEAU
POPE TOLEDO TONNEAU
STANLEY 1909 ROADSTER WINTON TONNEAU
Two STEVENS-DURYEA 6 CyLTONNEAUS and other·

OVERHAULED AND PAINTED

CAN BE SEEN AT OUR GARAGE, 58 FORE STREET

STANDARD

SEWING

malca.

Catalogue.

W. J. WHEELER &

CO.,

In

in onr line·

All druggists, 60c., c r
mailed by Ely Bros., 50 Warren Stree tf I

WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

MIND

give ue

a

call.

WE SELL

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders' Finish, Glass, Putty, Nails
Builders' Hardware, Sheathing Paper,
Linseed Oil,
Floor Paints,
House Paint*,
Floor Dressing,
Varnishes,
Barn Paints,
Floor Finish,
Boof Paints,
Turpentine,
Brushee,
Liquid Filler,
Wagon Paints,
Our paints include Impervious, Heath A Milligan, and Sherwin-William·.
try imitations.

of all

THE TIME TESTED KINO.

rootings.

Don'l

Screen Doors and Window Screens—We make to order. The kind that last·.
Regular sizes of door· in stock. Have your veranda screened in.
We sell wire screen cloth, spring hinges, Ac.
Wheelbarrows—We

Telephones

have a few drst class wheelbarrow·.
sell "Columbia

and Electrical Supplies—We
best for automobiles and telephones.

Call and see them.

Ignition

S. P. MAXIM & SON,
lUtb 3

Batterie·" the

I ground or grated bread crumbs. Tl
I loaf will not be as solid and heavy as
Nothing t 01 it were made with meat entirely and tl
with Ely' 8 meat will
go farther and taste better.

shows itself.

South Paris.

Keep

i-loupful

What is a cold in the head?
worry about if yuu treat it
Cream Balm. Neglected the cold ma y
β
When removing ribbon from soili
grow into catarrh, and the air passage
be so inflamed that you have to fight fc r I corset covers fasten a piece of twine ι
β one end and pull through, take off t!
•very breath. It is true that Ely'
Cream Balm masters catarrh promptly I ribbon, leaving the string in the cors
But you know the old saying about th e I cover while it ia being laundered. Th<
ounce of
prevention. Therefore ut el by tying the ribbon on one end again
Cream Balm when the cold in the hea d I is easily pulled back into place.

MACHINES.

Boofing—The beet

^

j

Prices $400-$600-$900-$1200-$1800

Paroid

[acid

»

Should you be unfortunate enough
I be caught unprotected in a heavy sho<
New York.
I er and return home with your hat a ma
Journalism's Critics.
of drooping rosea, ohiffon and ribbon, ι
"You can't run a newspaper that wi II I not be dismayed but give the hat tb
well, suapei
absolutely pleaae everybody," aald tb el treatment: Shake the bat
I it from the chandelier or other conve
editor.
"
and
leave It uni
down
lent
I
a
plaoe, upside
"No," replied the old subscriber;
et<
man's opinion of the fashion page I s I quite dry. The (lowers, trimming,
position and tl
usually pretty mnch the same as hi "s I will dry in an upright
for Its it
wife'e opinion of the sporting reotion. I bat itaelf may look fresher
I promptu bath. This has been thoroug
Com pulsion.
I ly tested.
Little five-year-old Bessie was teilin * I To sugar fried cakes thoroughly, pnt
about some medicine she had take
loup of pulverized sugar in acommo
while ill. "Yea," ahe said, "I took aom
paper sack and when fried oakea are oo
and"—
liver
cod
of
oil,
compulsion
I enough to handle put in six at a tin
"Yon mean *emulsion', don't yon » and shake. The cakes oome out "fit f<
I
dear, not compulsion?" said the visitoi a king."
'•Well," rejoined Bessie, "there was
etc
j When bread, oake, pie, oooklea,
good deal of compulsion about it."
are scorched in baking, grate it off wil
Leaves a smuol
A coster girl went into a public dii
an ordinary grater.
penaary with her right arm braised sni 'surface and does not'break food as
bleeding.' As the surgeon applied th * knife does and there is no waste.
necessary remedies be asked: "Dog bi
Chocolate filling for tarts. Have read
you?"
I pastry cups and fill with this mixturi
"No, sir," the patient replied: "an Take
the yolk of one egg, one heapin
other loldy."
I tablespoonful of flour, one-half cup ι
an
Wifey—Don't you want to go shop sugar, one tablespoonfnl chocolate,
I
three cups of milk. Mix well, then pt
me?
with
ping
I on the stove and bring to a boil. The
Hubby—No, thanks.
beat tb
pour in your baked cruets and
I
Wlfey—You don't love me?
and
up ο
Hubby—Yea, I do. I love yon s< white of an egg, sweeten and pile in
tb
put
much that I don't want to ran the rial ; top of the chocolate tart·
oven to brown.
of a permanent separation.

J

trough the deserted streets to Lan

fence's rooms. The unusuul events ο
;he evening bad combined to upset m

serves, und It was with a vague fee
of dread that I accompanied bit
Yc
3n what seemed a fool's errand.

Firmers should
more

Ing

there was a decidedly uncomfortabl
feeling that I could not suppresi

luveuKOKQues

a
heating milk for a baby, or boiling
kettle of water, or to make coffee
but ah· never
quickly in the morning,
dreamed of using it for difficult or
knows.
heavy cooking. Now—ebe
New
Do yoo really appreciate what a

«MOKAH BANKCRS" ASSOCIATION

^Accepted *0*rybuher· (in

America or Abroad) inpayment
of travelers' expenses—hotel,

railroad, steamship and other
tharges. Safer than money;
very convenient and easy to

f No
Perfectlaa Oil Cook-Stove mesne to youto the
more coming
more coal to earry, no
eat.
caot
roe
that
•toner table eo tired out
and Immediately
Ioat licht a Perfection Stoveblue flame ehoote
the best from an intenee
of pot, kettle or oven. Bat
up to the bottom
no emoke, ao
the room lent heated. There is
heat, no drudrery in the
outeide
no
emell,
Is need.
etovee
these
of
kitchen where one

foreign exchange
identify the traveler at
'every port."
lave

New Vtr/ccti on
Oil Cook-stove

Norway National Bank
■yitem

Twice I looked behind me quickly, an
twice I saw uothlng but the loiif
sharp shadows cast by the electri
lights. Lawrence seemed unconsciou
•f my mental excitement, for be strod
quietly by my side with bent bead an
hand* In his pockets. It was a relie
to get Into the warmly lighted vest!
bule, for there 1 no longer heard th
Imaginary soft pad-pad of feet behln
I bad carried the box in a ban
us.
bag, and Its weight was such that
was glad to turn It over to my bosi

who excused himself and dlsapi>eare
into the smoking room. Presently h
returned.
I saw that something was on hi
mind.

"Bee here, Dick," he began serlouslj
"Grace—Miss Farnham—is not awar
If I should be take:
of my return.
ill or anything she must not know th
Give her this lettei
circumstances.
which will explain enough. If nothln
happens forget it all like the good tel
low you are." And as he clasped m,
bund and looked into my eyes 1 knei
that be bad guessed my secret
"Now for the band of Buddba," h
cried, with a laugh, and together w
entered tbe handsome smoking room

was a large room, crowded wlti
treasures from every quarter of th
globe. In the middle of the room itoo»

It

a

small ebon/ table, tfc· tofi.

Ms!

oatmeal.

Although the farmer of

today is able

anything
paying

buy

If he has been watching the extensive researches and experiments on
the question of the best human food
lor muscle and brain he will heed the
advice from all sides to "eat more
Quaker Oats."

Quaker Oats is mentioned because
h is recognised in this country and
Europe as the best of all oatmeals.
Feeding farm hands on Quaker Oats
means getting more work out of them
than if you feed them on anything
else.
For home use it is packed in regular
10c packages, and in large size family
61
packages at ate.

Electric
Bitters
8ucceed when everything else Calls.
In nervous prostration and female
weaknesses they are the supreme
remedy, as thousand· have testified.

FOR

KIDNEYJ.IVER AND

STOMACH TROUBLI

it is the best medicine
ovei a

druggist's

ever

counter.

sold

»■ ΛΜΙ

liLLI.

HICK

Let u· explain the

hot

The
for keeping plate· and food
It hss a Cabinet Top with a shelf
makes the atove ornamental
nickel finish, with the bright bhie of the chimneys,
S burners j th· t and S-burner etovee
snd attractive. Msds with 1, 2 and
Cabinet
can be had with or without
for Descriptive Circular
Every dealer everywhere | If not at yews, write
to the nearest efency'of the

Take

Standard OU Company

Chances
with y oar

Stomach,
Liver sod

LOVERS OF MUSIC
will find

Bow*l>

Clinton. Mt.

"I have taken 'L. F.' At/rood's Medicine
I for colds and dyajtepnia and have found
m its. oeo. rickee.
çreat relit/."
trade mark—"L.
None'genuine without the
Look for them.
letters.
red
F." In large
A large bottle, 36 eta. at your dealer's.
Writ· lor liberal uua»l· to
THE "L F." MEDICINE CO- Portland, Mo.

Notice of Sale of Real Estate
by Administrator.

This Is to give notice that pursuant to a license
from the Probate Court in and for the ounty of
Oxford, which was issued on the Third Tuesday
of September, 1809,1 shall sell at public sale, on
In Andover, at ten o'clock In
the
the forenoon, of Saturday, May 7th, 1910, the
W
following described real estate of Charles to·
Hodgman, late of said Andover, deceased,
sou'h
the
in
situated
wit:—certain real estate
of A ndover and bounded and described aa
o'lows:—On the south side starting at a stone
on the we-t hank of the Ellis Blver near an elm
tree; from there westerly to stone post and on
the same course to the road and then a westerly
Β
c mrse to a pine tree on the Hester line on
till
range line; then on said Β range line
it comes to land of I ngs lie Bragg : then easterly on
the line between me (Hiram U. Abbott) and said
Bragg to the road, a fence on the line part of the
way ; thence on the easterly side of the county
road on the line of the fence between my (Hiram
D. Abbott's) land and Groree Hntchlns lo a
cedar post In the fi nee; then duwn said river as
it used to run twenty-five years ago or more, to
th» place of beginning; It being the same farm
where Hiram D. Abbott once lived and the same
father John
plice where mv (H. D. Abbott's)
Abbott formerly resided, with some alteration
of the side lines and containing one hundred
and flitv acres. m»re or less.
WM. H. CALDWELL,
Administrator of the e-tate of Charles W.
Hodgman, late of Andover, deceased,

premises

Îiart

perpetual pleasure

We will give you
at the same time.

Plymouth Rock

White

EGOS FOR SALE.

South
On (onr entries at the Ponltry Show at
on
Part*, I won let on cock, 1st on hen, let as pulbest
on
cock
let an<J 3mt on cockerel, special
bird In show judged on market qualities only.

Eggs $1.00 per 16.
Special Mating $2.00 per 15.

J. M.
PARIS HILL,

Thayer,

MAINE.

...

13-16

NOTICE·

B, late of Porter,
WlllEDVn?TnEDOKCOM
*kto
the County of Oxford, deceased,

s?ssr«w^ntfaft
°μΓ^7ιΚ»°Μ<ι!|ΖΖ1ΤΕ
H. EDGE' mm Β

NOTICE.

ears sri
*"edm{KdÎhABTrORD.lu»o<I'
l d»en
of Oxford, deceased,
In the County
bonde

F.

A.

&

SHURTLEFF

of Rumford, Bankrupt.
To the creditors of Joseph H. Souvtni·y, In iht
County of Oxford and district afori-wM
Notice Is hereby given that on the -n 'Uy of
""
Apr., A. D. 1910, the said Joseph H. *«uv,;7 it*
duly adjudicated bankrupt, andthat

.u ins
meeting of his creditors will be he.
offlce of the Befcree, No. « Market 9qiure
<
«
Paris, on the 20th day of Apr., A. D.
the
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at whlch 'lmf
said creditors may attend,
sni
appoint a trustee, examlnn the ^aokrupt.
traneact euch other buelneeê a* may proi*riy
como before tftUl meeting.
So-th Paris,
G
Reforee In Bsnknii tcv
■

for

P™TVÎkrut V

PASTURAGE.

and P'ctures,

Something Different.

to^noici^

fSSUSSi CASUALTY COKPAM.
Keene.

IS-le

a

ÎNI

FOR C8Û&18

JSk,

GUARANTIED SATISFACTORY
OB XOWSY &XVUNDSD.

Ask your dealer and insist oa
—

by

Jeweler and Graduate

Optioian.

W. L. DOUGLAS
•3.00,83.50, »4.00
NORWAY,

8HOES

But blh· World,
,UNION

Boys'

Shoes

—

snd

W. L Douglas shoes are the lowest
price, quality considered, in the world.
Their excellent style, eaay fitting and
long wearing qualities excel those of
other makes. If you have been paying
high prices for your shoes, the next time
you need a pair give W. L Douglas shoes
trial You can save money on your
footwear and get shoes that are just as
■ood te «very way as those that have
a

been costing you higher prices.
If you could visit our large factories
at Brockton, Mass^ and see for yourself

carefully W. L Douglas

shoes are
made, you would then understand why
hold
their shape, fit better and
they
wear longer than other makes.

CAUTION
w. L. Douglas name aad pries Is
stamped on the bottom to protect the waarar aaalMt
high prises unci Inferior shoe·. Take Wo lisheU·
tute. If W. L I>oQgl*s shoes are not for sale In yoer
vicinity, writefor Mall Order Catalog. W .UDooglaa,
gAXJ| yj.

Wool
ο

close out odd

ON

Carpets
patterns

and clean

ip stock.

SEED

1

rockionjfasa.—^

so. Paris.

POTATOES.

Cat®aj
y

Good, selected, World's Kalr and
tatoes from the crop that took the ilr»t
t
the I'M contest for largest niimber u
merchantable potatoes raised on a si *■*
These P".1*'":
In the town of Parla.
thoroughly sprayed. They are good
white, mealy, line flavored and free
cents per bushel, caM>
r0Price'seventy-flve
Delivered free at South Pari·

the order.
Ulf

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Sts.,

MAINE.
-/

\

n.

t&

Address, A. L. ABBOTT,
Long Look Farm, 1 arl»,

Clark'· Offlc·.
Judlolel Court,
Oxford County.
SOUTH PARIS, ME., April 5, l»W
State of Maine vs. Domlnlck Lucretlas, appll·
*urt
single sale; sentence of the lower
afllrmed. Warrant lasued for commitment

Supreme

.'jjjfjf

State of Maine va. Patrick Oogan, *PP'*··
sale; Judgment of lower court arturued.

Fine and cosM paid.
"·«* ^
State of Maine va. Fred Prue,
«·»·
possession of Intoxicating Liquors,
Hsr.ast
ttnee of lower court affirmed.
Issued for commitment to Jail.
State of Maine vs. Frank Boy, applt·. intox™»·
tlon; Judgment of lower court afllmieu·
Committed to Jail.
State of Maine vs. Frank Qebagan, applt.. Uwi
lcAtlon; Judgment of lower court affirmed.
Committed to Jail.
nul·»»»,
State of Maine vs (ieorglanna
» ««
trial, verdict guilty ; sentenced to
Fine ρ*Π·
of #1»» and 30 days In Jail.
committed to Jail.
State of ftlalne vs Frvraont Tambllng, con·»"»
sent*need to fine and cost· ar.>l I®

applt.,

pay

seller;
prlsonment. Committed.
va Joseph Paradis, nu ssd».
sentenced to fine and costs and Imprlsoo
ment. Committed.
·* ...
»■
State of Maine vs. Eustace Bennett, slngl'

State of Maine

sentence 11«> fl'-e and co»U and Imp-lso®
ment In work Jail. Committed.
of Maine vs. Fred A.
seller; sentencc<l to #100 fine. Paid »

ar

"""M

RuMeU.*»®®^

g™.·

Citizens Insurance Co.
OP MISSOURI.
ASSETS, DEC. «. lW
·
Beal Estate
Mortgage Loan
Collateral Loans,
Stocks and Bonds,
Cub In OBoe and Bank
Agents' Balances,,.....
Gross Assets
Deduct Items not

λλ

oo

a

;5

"^0

--

»»

a
8·

Bents,....

>

-Jari
41

·
admitted,..—....
—

MS->S ®
·
Assets,
LIABILITIES DEC. SI, lW.

Admitted

Net Unpaid Losses
Unearned Premiums,—
AU other LUblUUes
Cash Capital,....
Surplus over *11 Liabilities,

>ιΛ^ i>1
?Vt»il

*

'·£Λ^

mo'ttiS I®

-·*■ ---------

........

Total LUblUUes and Surplus,

NORWAY,

w

I»

STATE OF MAINE.

Bills
Interest and

Corner Main and Danforth

«.tu·

the XorM

as

FOR SALE.

respondent dlscharge<l.

—

—

J. F. Plummer,

known

76 William St., New lurk
""
Or Wàvtku L. Gkat, South Pails. M'

State

$2.00

how

MAINE,

A LOW PRICE

MADE

Fast Color EyêltU Uttd

hobu°se wKrm'erly

Potvjn,

& *5.00.

$2.50

th;.Μ£
»"*

State of ft!sine vs. Boland McPhee, applt·.
sale ; trial, verdict not guilty. Bespon.leat

HILLS,

William Tell
For Sale

p.ace

LUNC8

AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLE».

•ix times before grinding—everything,
even the sewing of the bags, is done
by bright, clean machinery.

having

summer.

ThU

King's
New Discovery

λ I a»

on Parle Hill for the
Ten rooms and two► bath r···
ami cold water, hard wood floors
Second ator>
open lires and furnace.
line views. Table board mav I* obuln·

specialty.

Dr.

^

For Rent.

kill™, couch
CURE

J.N. IKl

Furnished House

SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St..

SALE.

Inquire

L. M. TUFTS,

with

~FOB

miles below.
Buckfleld, Me., March 3,1910.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

and

■

A 40 acre farm, one mile out from the s »Λ
>1*1
on telephone Une. Scenery that feeds the
sm
«ιο·.ΐ that feeds the body- House, β.Ι. be·!
barn connected. Spring that never fail"
Ulk.
back
and
no
$1000
of J. B. Maso», or the owner two

Crayon, Water color,
and Oil

DANIBL9,
Pari», Ma.n_e.__

U.18

Mouldings s,jL

Sepia

cious bread, or lighter biscuits. The
wheat for our William Tell is stored
in hermetically sealed tanks—cleaned

ο

become 1>1*
W A NTED
Hostllng Λgent*
trlct Managers (no capital required) andw
under our wide-open ground iwr.
contract», In a grow In χ
Our Pollcl·· are gomethlBI Id"·'*
Write for specimen copte» and territory.

in

William Tell is made from the finest
selected Ohio Red Winter Wheat. Ask
any flour authority. He will tell you
there is no other flour in the world that
makes a finer grained or more deli-

A

Picture Frames

High Grade Portrait Work

Bills Down

cj.nttnf
tt>\

WANTED :-Stock to pasture for the
I'lenty
summer, either cattle or horses.

and water.

&

Buy William Tell Flour —by the
barrel, if possible. You thus protect
yourself against "wheat corners" and
rises in the price of flour. And you
will always be sure of good flour and
good bread—biscuits—pies and cakes.

»n<i

A^rW.L

Mats, Mirrors

Keep Flour

for tM

'VoSeATh0 SOUVINΕΥ, I) In llacuruptcy

Scientific American.

CO,

■

NOTICE.

elr.
A .handsomely Illustrated weekly. Laiweet
culatlon of any sdentlOc journal. Terras, 92 a
rear: four months, II. Bold by all newsdealer·.

^ Complete outfit, including hard rubber in·
halef, $ 1.00, on money-back plan. Extra
bottle·. 50c. Druggists everywhere, and by

bar-

»·

[n the District Court of the UnltedSuu
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.

Patents taken tnruuuh llunn A Co. rtOtlM
tptcial not let, without charge. In the

CATARRH. COUGHS. COLDS. CROUP.
SORE THROAT. BROHCHITIS. ETC.

an

AU per··

MnRT, s
>
Ο. A.MOK1'
FBANCIS A. KOX,

1416

wr.sassMïiSSo.Pïïœii
securiBfjuUnU.
agency

Q No stomach dosing—breathe the pleasant,
healing, getin-killing air of Hyomei, and cun

the law directs.

M arc
nr.· h
η lfith.
i»i«.
M
ιοιη, 1910.

Designs
Copyrights Ac.

Cafarrlil

as

l«·
ing demands against the estate of sit
ceased are desired to present the same for settte·
ment, and all Indebted thereto are requested to
make payment Immediately.

I RADE

tocu re

an

rru

In

direct·. AU perw.... i»«.
tad»
tag demand· against the estate of «Μ*.

Patents
free. Oldest

gives notlc th*t the
executrix ofihelut

mibu-rlber hereby
has been duly appointed
The

EXPERIENCE

we

COMPANY,
W*iNF.

60 YEARS'

■sut

3

you money

PARIS,

SOUTH

northerly

save

&

TOLMAN

E.

c.

and

quality

■

No musician
but is
one

from our perfect pianos.
but admires them; no
interested in the price.

for yon are liable to take cold from the
condition.
■lightest exposure when out of
To prevent sickness and improve your
health, there is no remedy equal to the true
"L. F." Atwood's Medicine.
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est

almost
he wants to
wear 01 to eat he isn't
enough
attention to food values wnen h comes
to his own table.
to

about my atove to a lot

it· cost'
up for five time·
The lady who said this had thoucht
an oil stove was all right for quickly

j
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THE GREATEST HILL CLIMBERS IN MAINE

STATE AGENTS

TgncccuKNeiiT

worries ;

«poke

smell and smoke from an oil stove, and
that it heated a room just like any other

■

AUTOMOBILES.
WE

TWKt"SÀfe

cany;

I

of my mend», and they ware astonished. They thought that there waa

j

j

Lamps^

I

comfort they «re, they would all bar·

on·.

GOOO'SOLD

It grew In volume, and
of the box.
beI beard Lawrence unlock the door
tirst
hind us. Then the lid raised. At
I could not see the object that prorm
truded Itself. Then Its horrible f'
The long, slnu.ms
on
sight.
my
grew
as
body of a serpent as large around
that tiny casket.
my arm Issued from
stains
Its red fangs were like crimson
Its skin. It
on the milky whiteness of
raised Itself far above the table, the
its
hideous head swaying to and fro.
In
the
like
Jewels
green eyes gleaming
semldarkness of the room and plerc-

J

READ WHAT THE BRUSH HAS DONE

"A lady came into my store lately and said :
"Ί have been using a New Perfection Oil Cook-Stove «H winter
summer home. I think
in my apartment I went one now for my
these oil stoves are wonderful If only women knew what ·

looking eagerly
seemed heavy with some strong perI fume, but that was undoubtedly the
with
result of the long closed room
I Its sandalwood furniture and scented
J hangings. the table seemed to sway
Suddenly
I slightly and the baud toppled over.
I striking the box, and then Lawrence
I sprang back, wltb a bourse shout, as
I the curved Angers loosened their hold
I on the flower and twined arouud and
Gropingly they
clung to the box.
crawled over the carved flowers and
I birds; then, as we gazed breathlessly,
a faint vapor curled around the edges

I

Miss Farnham."
he
"We are to be married in May,"
When the Reams are sewed and befor<
head.
oper said without turning his
the shoulder seams are closed,
I
I swallowed my astonishment, for
them as flat as possible, dampen with
the small cloth, and press with an Iroi had not known they were engaged
hot enough to draw steam, but not ho' and, in fact, was deeply interested in
enough to scorch the wiplng-clotb. Ii pretty Miss Farnham myself. In spite I
before mak'
the cloth has been
of my chagrin I managed to congratu- I
ing, this will leave no mark; if not, it iii late him warmly, and, joining him beI
well to dampen the big cloth and lay
fore the now replenished fire.
over the entire surface, on the wronf
No. 889.—Anagram Acroatio.
lng the faint vapor that surrounded
sent
I
box
you,
"Where is thut ivory
6. Aavedn.
I It. The Incense seemed overitower1. Nconilwss.
side, and press with a moderate iron
con7. Riaggeo.
2. Aaaambl.
This does away with not only any marl Dick?"
ing. and I felt that I was losing
8. Xsate.
8. Hsclooaaiutnr.
at the eearas, but also prevents th<
Surprised aud somewhat embarrass- I sclousness when Lawrence raised a
9. loho.
hai
4. Dnsouh.
cloth
crinkled look that uneponged
ed. I made no reply, but went to the I revolver.
10. Kansabre.
t. Nnaadil.
if pressed with too hot an iron and a
when he
cupboard aud brought the heavy little
My hand was on the knob
When the letters iii the different the seams only. If the seams are to bi
flowed from
box to the table.
stream
crimson
witl
A
corI
fired.
have
been
a
second
pressing
words of tills acrostic
double-stitched,
"What the deuce is the matter with the hideous thing, but still it raided its
over the seams is necossary
rectly arranged it will be found that damp cloth
fired
he asked sharply as the box
be
should
sleeves
sewed,
you?"
The
presssed
leugth Into the air. Lawrence
they are all the names of states, exand pressed again 01 struck the table with a hollow, empty I
double-stitched
and
and yelled for me to open the
New
again
in
a
river
Is
which
No.
4,
cept
the outside seam first. Then close th eound.
door. As I did so I heard a strangled
York state. The Initials will spell the sleeve,
tbe inside seam on tb
pressing
"Just what I want to know," I re
see Lawrence fall*
cry and turned to
uurne of a city named after one of the small board and with the small iron, am
crossly.
white serpent
the
plied
floor,
the
to
lug
as it does not have to be stitched agaii
greatest of Americans.
He stretched out his hand for the coiled
around his body, fîrnsptightly
the hard part Is over. The collar musi
on
box and tried to raise it from the tafirst be pressed fiat, through a wet clotl ,
lng a Turkish sclmller that hung
No. 890.—Pictured Word.
folded ii ble, and then, as if surprised at its re I the wall beside me and mad with rage
over the wrong side, then
'
it with
knife
shape and with tbe damp cloth still 01 k elstance. he arose aud lifted
and grief. I thru*» the gleaming
the wrong side, pressed bard and with
both hands, looking at me queerly. Ae I
and again into tlie sinuous body
j
again
steam
the
the
until
hand
we
heard
stop he dropped the box and
very steady
I of the reptile, which never relaxed Its
rising. If tbe lining is of silk do no hollow rattle as It struck the table hold, its head still uplifted, with red
Γ
with
them
tbe
you
seams; open
dampen
we both laughed nervously and re
I fangrd mouth and Jeweled eyes. Sudfinger and press with a moderate iron.
out seats, he stating Into tht
before
In making a pleated skirt, after tb
denl.v everything turned black
! fire with wide open, startled eyes
When
basted
and
in
consciousness.
all
are
lighl
lost
and
I
position
I me.
pleats
he spoke:
was
ly, lay It on a well-covered table—not ι Presently
uiy senses the light
I
I
regained
"That box was given to me by «
board—as flat as poeslble, bave a dam
The wiudow dradimly.
still
burning
cloth over the wrong side and près s wealthy Cbiuaman whom I have goo<]
were stirring softly, and. to my
I
hard, ironing from the hem up. Use a 8 reason to believe hated me lutensely- I perlesI heard I.awrcu<-e's voice calling
fairl
Joy.
heavy an iron as you can, and a
perhaps with reason. It was such t I in strained, unnatural tones. Ile was
hot one; but try it carefully on tb
of carving that 1 could noi
and I
a goo 1 ! dainty bit
Is
It
beforehand.
I
slowly struggling to his feet,
wiping-cloth
In fact, I reallj
resist accepting IL
Ills
I
arose and went to his assistance.
plan to pin tbe pleats to tbe table, to
and bottom, or, better still, to have som a could not do otherwise without lnfring I face was ghastly, and around bis
one to help you by holding them in plac
Ing their elaborate social laws. Whei I throat, aibove his low collar, was a
at the top while you work upward froi 1 be gave It to me old Van Plug told tin
I dull purple line. Ile pointed to the
tbe hem.
of another pretty bit of carving, ownet
I floor as be sunk feebly Into a chair.
In pressing heavily embroidered c * i
merchant
Chefu
ou
by his brother, a
I
The white serpent was gone, but
braided cloth, care should be taken t
cov
He gave me a strip of red paper
dark rug lay a long chain com·
tiave the right side down on a very we 1
I
the
!
with hieroglyphics aud told mi
I posed of countless small disks of Ivory
padded surface, a wet cloth, well squees ered
his brother
The
ed, and a hot iron, pressing lightly s t that on presenting it to
I
together on a silken cord.
! the merchant, 1 could obtain the cher I strung
first.
beside It, tbe blade spotscimlter
lay
What word Is represented?
In pressing pleats in tbe back of a lshed curio.
1 went to my room li ,
The air wns still
less and shining.
skirt, they should first be lightly baste ^ ι Parkerson's bungalow—you know
with a strange, subtle perfume
I
over them, th *
heavy
wet
a
cloth
then
and
put
No. 891.—Easy Beheadings.
! was staying with Parkersou-atul plac
clouded our senses and rendered
if possible, and pressed wit
1 I that
Behead dingles and leave beverages full length
on the table.
A U I ed the box before nie
on the wrong side.
of tht· past hour uniron
hot
a
occurrences
I
the
very
Behead to expect and leave attend.
uot weigh more thau a few ounces
openings in ski ts and waists should b e did
real. On the table lay tbe Ivory box
I
enterei
Behead a useful instrument and leav< well
pressed before any buttons, c r A moment later my China boy
I empty. The hand of Buddha was gone
a tuft of hair.
hooks and eyes are put on.
aud uttered a cry of fear when hi
I Near the open window and in the
Behead iuforuied aud leave merchan
The real tmccess of home pressing liei '» ! saw the box. which he seemed to rec
I
shadows of the stirring draperies lay
however, in tbe simplicity of the ga ! ognlze.
dise.
He threw himself upou hi ,
I a green silk cap in the middle of whk-L
much-trimmed gown mean
bo:
the
take
to
me
aud
Behead a retinue and leave to fall it ment. A
knees
begged
sewed a curious jeweled button
not only the trouble of putting the trln
l I was
drops.
away; that it was accursed aud tlia
As 1
of a mandarin's rank.
on, but often that of taking it of
I
raing
Insignia
I
and
al
dis
to
me
leave
and
Behead fanciful
111 luck would fall upou
For tbe difference in material, weavi
over to pick It up a yellow hand
I
leaned
inoineul
tribute.
my house If 1 harbored It a
color, etc., may result, under the Iroi
I with curving, clawlike nnils darted
Behead to suppose and leave to lan in shrinkage in one place and expansio
Wheu I laughed at him aud told hlu ,
I across the low sill and then disap
in another, and it is therefore safer t
about the ivory hand that bad beei ι
guish.
I peared Into the outer shadows bearing
of adornment to th
love
one's
conflue
I
he
wouii
me
I
leave
time
ami
to
no
always
thought
Behead at
promised
I the green cap.
that do not require the henv
materials
t
tha
The beheaded letters will spell wha
go out of bis mind. He pleaded
iron and the steady hand.
·
·
♦
·
·
·
*
I would at least send the box to Amei -1
most children enjoy.
lea before going down to Chefu afl I
a week, and befor«
lived
Lawrence
Hints.
!
Perhaps I wa I he died he told me the story of Van
er the other curio.
No. 892.—Riddle.
I In making fudge, if you will put in * α little
I tell you many things you want to know ;
Impressed by his actions; bul I Plug, and then I knew that the puu
wi
it
to
not
j
of
taa!e,
I
woe.
enough
pinch salt,
I tell you of your laughter or your
was aroused, an<
π I anyway, my curiosity
I lshment that had been meted out t<
Without me things would often be awry. I make the candy as smooth aa glass whe
I
and I
so 1 agreed, and he happily packer I
cooled.
out
and
1 show you even better than your eye
poured
my friend was well deserved,
What you should wear, how you ahouli
the little box among your case ο I could uot avenge him because of that
of
tl
soles
the
will
oil
mothers
walk.
If
I
goods and watched with great satis I other one who had been justly aveng
How you should smile and how shouli 'I shoes of children about twice a mont
\
faction while the coolies rolled th
talk.
with vaseline, at night (not too much
I
Th
Λ woman's friend, though I proclaim he (
case Into the hold of the ship.
β
b
will
not
overshoes
will
fiod
I
they
faults.
after that 1 went down to Chef I I
out the dampness.
day
to
I
needed
j
keep
• I
Bismarck on the Throne of Francs.
She may not like me. yet she halts.
j aud secured the 'baud of Buddha
Asks my advice before she leaves he
Bismarck on the throne of France
floe
the
of
one
is
He was
Spirits of camphor
the old man called it.
home
I Bismarck was once spoken of In thai
-1 things to clean one's hands with.
devil
some
to
Or takes me with her when she need
and
Old
up
beggar
I connection, nud by Napoleon too! Il
I takes the ink off the hands and nai I 3ly
must roam.
uot a muf
I perfectly and at the same time doee n< ,t1 try. 1 was positive, though
I was during the detention of the de
j
couuteuanc
:1e of his oily, yellow
the skin.
I
throned emperor at Wilhelmshohe i;
No. 893.—Anagrams.
moved when I presented my lettei I 1871. when
I
The tetters composing each of th
Napoleon and soute mem
I To remove tea stains place oxal
The hand 1 have brought home wit I bcrs of his staff were discussing tin
eight following groups of words ma I acid powder on the part stained. Poi
China
of
boy'
In
and.
my
aie.
spite
I probability of Napoleou reusceuillni
as to foriu one wort! I boiling water over it until the stain
j be transposed s<>
naming that I would suffer unimajj I the French throne and news of the do
rinse thoroughly, as tl
j 1. Pie crust. 2. Tart illusion, i I nearly gone, then
(
inable III fortune If 1 ever brougl I
eats the material.
lugs of the commune was brought In.
Great hotel. 4. Real thugs. 5. l'art!
the two objects, the hand and the boj I
"Horrible—too horrible!" exclalme.
: sans.
0. A recent pen. 7. Shoe tap I To remove old
two
take
pouni
paint,
together, It Is my intention to do tha I le petit empereur.
01
of
Ten
8.
!
priests.
lime,
I of sal-soda, one-half pound
very thing tonight. The hand Is pad I
And then after a long silence he re
I gallon hot water. Stir all together at
ed in my bag, aud I want you to com I sumed. "1 know a man who if ou tin
old
the
warm
to
still
while
I
pain
Conundrum.
apply
around to my rooms now and brlu • I Freuch throue would be master o:
will soon loosen the paii
Why Is a prudent man like a pin ? I The mixture
I
the box, and we will find what iu th ® I Oerr.mny In six mouths."
it.
remove
so
can
I
easily
you
Because his head prevents him froi j
Cevil that old rascal waa up to if I I "Ills name, sire?" asked bis nephew
goiug too far.
I have discovered a nice way of fryii
wasn't ail bosh."
I Prince Murat.
!
I ham. Put it in a tin pan and place
1 assented reluctantly enougu, ior
"Bismarck." r «piled the emperor 0!
m
need
I the oven. Close the doors. It
Key to Puzzledom.
was rather bored by the uiysterlou 8 I tie turm'd on his hetsl.
No. 878.—Numerical: Miser, able, mis ■· I be turned as it browns nicely on bot
box aud just a bit dowu la the îuout li I
laides. This method of frying leaves tl
erable.
about the news of hie engagement.
I
meat nice and tender. It aleo preven
Box.
No. 879.- Enigma:
I the offensive ham odor from penetratic
Ho// to R?ad Coin Inscriptions.
"Now that you have consented," h
No. 880.—Anagrams of Poems an j I the rooms.
If jiiiy »f .vour j,*lrlM or l»oyx arc onl
said coolly, "I'll read you the lette
Authors: 1. "Evangeline," Longfellow
old coins the following way ol
which Vau Plug sent to his brothel
3. "Th e I To keep buttonholes of sweaters fro
2. "Snowbound," Whlttler.
exercise a lc
tv.rn inscriptions mar In* ol
these
course
chaps
Of
ΐ'«Μ(1ίηκ
tl
thread
double a strong
Cathedral," Lowell. 4. "Don Quixote. "Istretching
of hocus pocus in all their affairs, an
ti-c: Put a pok«»r In lh·· Art· and when
color of the sweater and sew around tl
I
,
Miltoi
Lost,"
"Paradise
Cervantes. 5.
red hot place the coin upon It. and the
I buttonhole on the wrong side with sho
I wis somewhat amused at the lde
7. "Lady c
6. "The Bell," Schiller.
I stitches. Mercerised cotton thread
of their evident desire to work me u
Inscription will npprnr plainly for η
8. "The Dream,
the Lake," Scott.
the best.
ft«w minute*. preenlult In hue. but dis
luto a fright. After the old merchai
Byron. 9. "Kudymlon," Keats. H ).
had read the letter I had it translate<
npjvsrliiK a* the coin coo!·. Tbl· plnr
Devil Food cake is made thus: Tal
"Night Thoughts," Young.
It seemed to throw the translator lot
orit'lnatwl In the mint In the beginnlui
I two cups of brown sugar, two eggs, on
No. 881.—Pictorial Rebus: Dogwoo* I I half
He dre1
a spasm as he reud it."
of the nineteenth ppntury.
cup of butter, one-half cup of soi
walnut, cherry, sycamore.
I cream, one-half cup of boiling watc
from a letter case a thin strip of re
"
Hii
One
level
tl
'Give to
No. 882.—Animals Accidentally
I three cups of flour.
teaapooi
paper and s-lowly read:
Conundrum·.
I ful of soda, three teaspoonfuls of coco
den: Rat. seal, toad, hare, ass.
accursed American the hand of Bui
and
cream
II
in
the
soda
the
I
Dissolve
Tfc
Why can a blind man always see hli
No. 883.—Word Puzzle: Wen. hen, h i.
He has the sacred box.
dha.
I cocoa in water.
father? Because the father Is alwayi
we, hew, new—when.
serpent grows rapidly."'
·······
apparent (a parent).
mo
much
No. 884.—Beheadings: Craft, raft, af M
will
be
Veal loaf
lighter,
When are books and houses alike
I wholesome and delicioua if with eve
frail, rail, all.
Tbe clocks were striking 2 as w
When they have stories in them.
of meat you mix one cupful
No. ssr».—Charade: Jam, ache, a—J)
left my atudlo and made our wa

F. Ο. B. DETROIT. RUMBLE
SEAT AND TOOL BOX. $20 EXTRA

A Storekeeper Says:

with squares of Ivory like a checkerof
On it stood the band
board.
an insize
of
tbe
was
It
Baddba.
solid
fant's band and carved from a
I piece of Ivory, yellowed wltb unknown
nailed fingers
age. The curved, long
carved
clasped the stem of a delicately
It
object
horrible
a
was
It
flower.
I looked like s dead band.
I could not repress my excitement
I as Lawrence locked the door uud hade
I me bring him the box from a divan
I where he had placed it. I was eur-

"Yes." I replied, donning a dilapito
dated smoking coat. "1 have been
saw
see 'Nanette' and incidentally

heavy unbleached

to dampen seams,
cotton a yard long, wax, a hot fire, common sense, a cool head—these also art
a

in China

ver's art—an airy fabric of delicately
imwrought (lowers, queer birds and
had
possible fishes, if the box really
so artan opening the fastening was
couoealed that 1 could not find it.

about three feet long, heavily padded; s
sleeve board, also well padded; both
boards on stands that clamp on tbe
table, leaving the garment free and mak
ing it necessary to hoist it as the ordi·
the garment
nary board must be when
has to be pulled over it. A small clot h

first

was

sent nie, among other curios. a
It
quaint little box of caned ivory.
carwas a beautiful specimen of the
he

a

And join and malce quite whole again.My whole, a writer. Versed is he
In all the wonders of the bee.
—Youth's Companion.

BRUSH RUNABOUTS

By CLARISSA MACKIB

things, especially girl obild.
There are only a few tools needed for
repressing, but to insure satisfactory
Multa they should be of the best. Good
irons, extra heavy, and in two sizes—foi
foi
a small narrow Iron is a necessity
short seams, between buttons, and like
places, in tbe final pressing—a board

III.
My first is often at your door
Or lies before you on the floor;
My second you must surely shun
If faith and honor are to be won;
My last will bind the broken chain

WELL."

Story of an Ivory Box and
What It Contained.

garments

IL
'Tls sad that all of us my first,
Si net· Eve In a garden dwelt;
For my second no man's tho worst.
Lest for It too much he has felt;
To be my third Is seldom well
And costs men time and money.
My whole is brilliant, punster· tell.
In shape of pun, quite funny.

%

TOU ANU YOUR CHliQREΝ

ColcmVi

Dealing In foods, nor the
My whole needs glass nor tin.

it—ask him.

"KEEPS

The Hand of

M»
"sxsns»?
Oxford Democrat, South Parle, Me.

Pressing Qarmente.
Home dressmaking has its attractive
aide, when one knows bow to do it; but
No. 888.—Charade·.
when one does not, βτβη "tbe grasshopL
New England climate never vu my tret per ia a burden."
It ia easy enough to make muslins and
Though often man has been;
cottons, and "just a little dimity gown,"
Necessary Is my next. Increasing thirst;
The third Implies to sin;
but quite another β tory when outalde
beat nor worst.

"—"
fhilHrrnl See
Si
"
Look to the welfare of the childrenI
ouments like consticummuu ailm
unie common
that little
don't make them
pation or biliousness
peevish, irr table and sickly. Happiness
rob them
is your children's birthright—don't
of it by neglect
friend. It makes
TRUC'S ELIXIR is childhood's
and active. It
healthful
and
digestion
the stomach
that
of good, red blood and expels
circulation
the
helps
childhood—WORMS.
of
foe
insidious
Nothing like
you also.
TRUE* S ELIXIR will benefit
ctoariv timd nerves. It's oeen λ
your own
IIlil y inuvuj

HOMEMAKEBS COLUMN.

·

8»,*^

j

